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Opinion  

More Detroits Are on the Way 
Even as pension bombs tick, cities and states still borrow far beyond 
their means. 

By Richard Ravitch  
May 15, 2014   

The most significant step taken after New York City's near-bankruptcy in 1975 was to curb 
creative-accounting practices. How was that accomplished? Through a state requirement that the city 
balance its budget in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. The city has not had a 
fiscal crisis since. 

So it's not surprising that since the city's new mayor, Bill de Blasio, released his first budget last week, 
there's been intense public debate involving the comptrollers of both the city and the state about 
whether the deferral of payments contractually due city employees was properly accounted for. 
Between the scrutiny of the press, civic organizations and public officials, the city's record of 30 years 
without a fiscal crisis is likely to last.  

Sadly, no other local government chose to follow the example of New York City, a choice that has led to 
chronic shortfalls. Earlier this year, former Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker and I released the 
"Final Report of the State Budget Crisis Task Force" after nearly three years of study and analysis. The 
report sought to understand whether the states' current fiscal problems were cyclical—caused by the 
financial collapse of 2008 and likely to abate with economic recovery—or whether they were structural, 
the result of long-term revenue and spending imbalances. The report's main finding is that in most 
states and cities the problems are structural and the crisis is deepening. 

The crisis has many elements but a few stand out. First, contributions to employee pension funds are 
often well below the levels needed to ensure the payment of the benefits that are contractually or 
constitutionally guaranteed, let alone those that past trustees and legislatures added on a discretionary 
basis. Sometimes the contributions are not made at all for years at a time. Everyone with a role in 
determining these contribution levels has an incentive to keep them as low as possible. Politicians don't 
like to raise taxes to meet future obligations, while public unions would rather take the long-term risk of 
underfunding rather than face immediate layoffs or benefit reductions.  

The largest single expenditure in most state budgets is for Medicaid. Unfortunately, health-care costs 
have been rising faster than either inflation or state and local tax revenues, and most economists 
believe they will rise even faster in the next few years.  

But the most critical piece of the states' fiscal dilemma is that they are borrowing to cover their 
operating deficits. They do this directly—by issuing debt securities—but also indirectly. Some states, like 
New York, make contributions to their pension systems in promissory notes rather than cash. States and 
cities also sell assets and treat the proceeds as operating revenues, in effect selling off the family silver 
to stay afloat.  



 

 

In 2009 Arizona sold its capitol buildings for more than $700 million. In 2008 Chicago leased its parking 
meters for 75 years for nearly $1.2 billion. In 1991 New York sold Attica Prison for $200 million to itself 
through a bond issuance, providing a temporary revenue boost but costing taxpayers far more in the 
long run in interest. While state constitutions contain various balanced-budget clauses, they generally 
don't define revenues or prevent such creative accounting. 

The consequences of our state and municipal fiscal crises are plain: We are drastically underinvesting in 
physical infrastructure—roads, bridges, ports, etc.—the necessary underpinning of future growth. Just 
as important, we are also underinvesting in human infrastructure, most notably our children's ability to 
compete. No one is satisfied with the output of our educational system, yet states spent over half a 
billion dollars less on prekindergarten education last year than they had the year before. 

Permitting states and municipalities to continue these practices will result—indeed, has already begun 
to result—in harmful service cuts and a failure to fund promises made to creditors, public employees 
and the beneficiaries of essential public services, including elderly people without minimal levels of 
financial support. What this means is we can expect to see more Detroits. Last July the Motor City filed 
the country's largest municipal bankruptcy after racking up $18 billion in promises it could no longer 
afford to keep.  

Meanwhile, the federal government is facing understandable pressure to rein in spending and reduce 
deficits. One proposal is to reduce health-care spending by raising the age of Medicare eligibility to 67 
from 65. Yet this would greatly increase the spending burden on state and local governments currently 
obligated to fund health care for some 19 million retirees until they are eligible for Medicare. Worse, we 
can only guess the scale of such impact since there is currently no mechanism in the federal government 
that properly measures the effects of federal proposals on the states. 

No one seriously argues that when credit markets won't allow more state or local government 
borrowing, Washington should write checks to get them through their crises. Even if an administration 
proposed such a Band-Aid, it would be politically impossible for Congress to approve it. Yet if the 
number of cities and states in extreme distress were to grow significantly, the political pressure to do 
something would increase inexorably. The ultimate cost would be staggering. 

It is time for the federal government to take the steps needed to avoid the social and financial crisis that 
must be expected if nothing changes. Washington now provides almost 30% of what the states spend 
annually and already imposes many mandates on states and localities in return for its largess. The 
federal government could condition its continued financial support on states and local governments 
adopting budget systems that would require recurring expenses to be matched by current revenues.  

The political difficulty involved in such a step will be far less than the pain that will result if states and 
localities are not forced to move toward a responsible system of accrual budgeting. One thing is clear: 
Continuing to use cash budgeting practices that allow states and cities to inflate revenues, defer costs 
and multiply the burdens on future generations is the worst option. 

Mr. Ravitch is the former lieutenant governor of New York and an adviser to the bankruptcy judge in 
Detroit.  

 
 
 

 



 

 

 

 

HOW MEDIATION CAN GET THE JOB DONE 
 
By Gerald E. Rosen and Eugene Driker 

January 18, 2015 
 

The Detroit bankruptcy, which many feared would drag on for years while the city's citizens suffered, 
was completely resolved in 16 months on a fully consensual basis. 

Many have asked how this was achieved and what can be learned from the Detroit experience. Although 
there are no doubt numerous lessons, we believe that the most significant takeaway is that mediation - 
the resolution of disputes through confidential negotiations led by a neutral facilitator - can produce 
faster, more satisfying and less rancorous resolution of disputes, and that such an approach can and 
should be used in other public policy disputes. 

Indeed, in our media-saturated age of cable TV shout shows and politicized polarization, we believe that 
quiet, facilitated negotiation may hold the key to unlocking the gridlock and dysfunction that all too 
often seem to paralyze our body politic. Detroit is Exhibit A for this proposition.  

In the Detroit bankruptcy, a group of mediators, which included both of us, devoted thousands of hours 
in confidential negotiations with all the main parties to the case - including the State of Michigan, the 
City of Detroit and metro Detroit counties - helping them come to agreements on virtually all of the 
claims involving the city. Those consensual agreements allowed the city's plan of adjustment to be 
immediately implemented following its approval by U.S. bankruptcy Judge Steven Rhodes, and Detroit is 
now on an expedited road to recovery that few would have thought possible when the bankruptcy 
began in July 2013. 

While there has been much media attention given to the individuals who participated in the mediation 
process, scant credit has been given to the process itself and to the communal benefits flowing from its 
use. Mediation works, and can produce great benefits much more efficiently and expeditiously than 
other approaches. 

It has been more than 30 years since Harvard professors Roger Fisher and William Ury wrote the book 
"Getting to Yes," their classic guide to what they labeled "principled negotiation." Their suggested 
techniques on how to achieve agreements between contesting parties emphasized focusing on 
interests, not on personalities or positions. And those techniques have been employed with great 
success in mediations that resolved seemingly intractable public policy disputes, such as the 1998 Good 
Friday Agreement that former Sen. George Mitchell of Maine brokered between Northern Ireland and 
Great Britain, ending a conflict that had lasted for generations. 

Such agreements confirmed that negotiated settlements, rather than battles in courtrooms or 
elsewhere, can yield far better outcomes for the disputants and, in many cases, for society at large. 

We believe this is the most important lesson to be learned from the Detroit bankruptcy. Parties that, at 
the outset,  held vastly different views on how creditor claims should be dealt with in the bankruptcy 
were able, through months of negotiations led by the team of mediators, to overcome strongly held 
initial positions and achieve results that were both good for their constituencies and good for the city, 
region and state. 



 

 

As we steered the many negotiations that were proceeding simultaneously, we were continuously 
struck by how four ingredients were consistently the key to success: candor, cooperation, creativity and 
courage. Until the parties put aside preconceived notions and candidly dealt with the facts surrounding 
Detroit's finances and decline, nothing could be accomplished. But once a common set of facts was 
recognized, paths to agreement opened. Going down those paths required cooperation, and here the 
parties and their effective professionals moved away from firmly held starting points and sought ways to 
reach common ground. Often that outcome depended on coming up with creative solutions, many 
never tried before. 

The most obvious, of course, is the so-called grand bargain, which brought to the bankruptcy 
desperately needed new sources of revenue from foundations, corporations, individuals and the state to 
save the Detroit Institute of Arts' iconic art collection and to dramatically reduce proposed cuts to 
employee pensions, thereby providing the core of the fully agreed upon plan of adjustment. Numerous 
other settlements within the bankruptcy also resolved disputes that could have had public policy 
ramifications. 

There were no instruction books or road maps to guide the parties or the mediators on how to solve 
many of the unique issues in this unique bankruptcy, but the creative juices flowed and produced 
agreements that benefited everyone. Finally, cooperating with the "other side" and looking for creative 
solutions required a healthy dose of courage on the part of many to move away from entrenched 
positions and try novel concepts, courage that was on full display and contributed greatly to the 
outcome that Judge Rhodes in his confirmation decision called "miraculous." Those same ingredients 
should regularly be employed in other high-stakes disputes that involve the public interest. 

We applaud and thank all those who participated with us in the mediated negotiations in the Detroit 
case. Their work was heroic. The success they achieved together can and should set the stage for using 
mediation to resolve other issues in the public sphere well before they reach the crisis state. Rather than 
waiting for the filing of lawsuits or the collapse of efforts to achieve needed regional cooperation, the 
parties should be encouraged to utilize mediated negotiation. States and municipalities may well 
consider developing a team of experienced mediators with a range of expertise who could be available 
on short notice to step into such situations. 

Just as in Detroit, state and municipal governments around the nation have witnessed how difficult 
public-policy issues can fester, contributing to regional discord and impeding economic growth. If the 
experience of the Detroit bankruptcy is any guide, the early and committed use of mediated negotiation 
is likely to produce benefits that otherwise might never be achievable. 

Gerald E. Rosen is chief judge of the Eastern District of Michigan and served as chief judicial mediator in 
the Detroit bankruptcy. Eugene Driker is an attorney who also served as a mediator in the Detroit 
bankruptcy. 
 
 



December 11, 2014

In Re City of Detroit: Nine Lessons for Creditors

On November 7, 2014, the City of Detroit’s historic Chapter 9 municipal bankruptcy case culminated
with the confirmation of the City’s proposed plan of adjustment (after eight amendments), and the
approval of various related settlements. Although little more than a month has passed, a great deal of
ink has already been spilled on what the City’s bankruptcy case means, particularly from the viewpoint
of the municipality and its citizens. As counsel for one of the insurers of Detroit’s bonds, one of the
largest creditors in the City’s Chapter 9 case, Chadbourne was intimately involved in virtually every
aspect of the case. With the benefit of that perspective, we offer the following nine lessons that
creditors and other stakeholders of distressed municipalities can take away from the Detroit bankruptcy.

1. Taxes Pledged for Repayment of General Obligation Bonds Cannot Be Diverted Without
Bondholder Consent

The municipal bond market traditionally regards a “full faith and credit” tax-backed general obligation
bond as the safest debt that a municipality can issue, apart from obligations secured by pledged special
revenues. This is because such debt is often protected by pledges of dedicated tax levies and a “full
faith and credit” pledge to increase such tax levies to an amount sufficient to pay such bonds in full.
Detroit’s full faith and credit unlimited tax general obligation (“UTGO”) bonds had the benefit of a pledge
of a specific voter approved “millage”—incremental property taxes assessed solely for payment of the
UTGO debt and required by Michigan law to be kept separate from the City’s general fund.

Unfortunately, when in the dire financial straits that inevitably accompany a Chapter 9 bankruptcy, a
municipality may be tempted to ignore state law and divert pledged tax revenues. Detroit initially
pursued this path and proposed to divert UTGO bondholders’ millage to the City’s general fund.
Needless to say, such a blatant proposed violation of UTGO bondholders’ rights sparked intense
litigation that dominated the early stages of the bankruptcy case. This provided UTGO bondholders
with significant leverage, which they applied to extract favorable plan treatment from the City in
exchange for their acquiescence to allow a portion of the dedicated millage to be applied to stabilize the
City’s pension funds.

Creditor Lesson 1: State law restrictions on the application of tax revenues remain enforceable
in bankruptcy.

2. UTGO Pledges Are More Than Unsecured Claims

In addition to seeking to divert their millage, the City initially proposed paying UTGO bondholders pro
rata with all unsecured creditors—which the City estimated would have resulted in recoveries of
approximately 11%. Even this meager recovery was dependent on the City’s meeting certain revenue
milestones. Unsurprisingly, UTGO bondholders (acting through their bond insurers) had no interest in
being treated like general unsecured creditors and stripped of the benefit of their voter-authorized
unlimited tax pledge and millage, which they argued entitled them to treatment as fully secured
creditors of the City. After significant litigation, the City ultimately agreed to pay UTGO creditors 74% of
their claims and granted them “most favored nation” protections ensuring that no unsecured financial

http://www.chadbourne.com/
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creditor could receive any greater recoveries. In addition, UTGO bondholders received an express lien
on specific millage securing the bonds, which the bankruptcy court determined are “special revenues”
under the bankruptcy code, as well as a lien on state aid distributable to the City.

Creditor Lesson 2: UTGO bondholders should demand the benefit of their voter-authorized
pledges and expect recoveries that substantially exceed those of general unsecured creditors.

3. Liens on “Special Revenues” Are Sacrosanct

The Detroit bankruptcy proved yet again that municipal obligations secured by and payable from
special revenues are sacrosanct. One of the pillars of municipal finance is that special revenue-
financed projects are intended to be wholly separate from a municipality’s general finances, and that
bonds secured by a lien on pledged special revenues must remain unaffected by a Chapter 9 case of
the affiliated municipality. In fact, when Congress amended the Bankruptcy Code in 1988 and
introduced the concept of special revenues, it specified in the legislative history that the amendments
were intended to guarantee that, even in bankruptcy, special revenue bondholders receive the “benefit
of the bargain”—”unimpaired rights to the project revenues pledged to them.” Consequently, debt
secured by a lien on pledged special revenues has never been impaired in Chapter 9 without creditor
consent.

Despite Congress’s clear intent, the City sought to impair holders of bonds secured by a lien on special
revenues generated by the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department by, among other things,
subordinating their debt service payments to a newly created payment obligation to the City’s general
fund, reducing their coupon rate and stripping call protection. Oddly, the City pursued this path even
after it concluded (as the bond insurers asserted) that any money saved through impairment would
have been required under state law to remain in the respective water and sewerage systems and could
not have benefited the City’s general creditors. This crossed a proverbial red line for virtually all
financial institutions with an interest in municipal finance and provoked a firestorm of opposition from
parties—including the bond insurers—whose strong support the City would ultimately need to confirm
any meaningful plan. This approach even contributed to further downgrades of the City’s credit rating,
with at least one rating agency noting that it did not believe the City would be able to confirm any plan
that impaired special revenue debt.

In the face of objections from bond insurers and special revenue bondholders demanding the
protections guaranteed to them by Congress, the City reversed course at the eleventh hour—literally
during the confirmation trial—and agreed to reinstate all special revenue debt in full. By doing so, the
City was able to obtain plan support from many of its largest creditors—support that it could easily have
obtained much earlier in the case. That support, once obtained, rapidly facilitated the array of
settlements that made confirmation of the City’s plan possible.

Creditor Lesson 3: The outcome in Detroit confirms the unique character of a lien on pledged
special revenues in Chapter 9.

4. Pensions Are Not Sacrosanct, but May Be a Special Category

Perhaps the most important ruling to come out of the Detroit bankruptcy case was the bankruptcy
court’s unequivocal holding that pension debt may be impaired in bankruptcy regardless of protections
provided to pensions by a state constitution or statutory laws. Simply put, federal law trumps state law,
and federal bankruptcy law allows unsecured debts—even pension debts—to be impaired.
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Nevertheless, pension claims may not necessarily be treated exactly like other unsecured debt
obligations. In ruling that Detroit was eligible for Chapter 9 and that pension debt could be impaired
during the case, the court emphasized that it would “not lightly or casually exercise the power under
federal bankruptcy law to impair pensions.” Indeed, pension claimants, while still impaired, ultimately
received significantly better treatment under the City’s plan of adjustment than other unsecured
creditors, which caused those creditors to argue that the plan unfairly discriminated in favor of pension
claimants. The bankruptcy court rejected that argument, concluding that, in the context of confirming a
Chapter 9 plan, a bankruptcy court has exceptionally broad discretion in determining whether unfair
discrimination exists. The court found that no unfair discrimination existed in the Detroit plan because
the pension claimants made significant concessions (even if less than those of many other unsecured
creditors).

Creditor Lesson 4: Given the typical human and political dynamics surrounding pensions, it is
reasonable to expect the Detroit example to be followed in other Chapter 9 cases.

5. Unencumbered City Assets Can Be Creatively Monetized in Chapter 9

A bankruptcy court cannot force a municipality to sell its assets. But that does not mean that assets
cannot be (or should not be) monetized in a Chapter 9 case. In fact, a bankruptcy court can refuse to
confirm a Chapter 9 plan if it believes that the debtor has not adequately deployed its assets to satisfy
creditors. The final version of the Detroit plan—and all of its attendant settlements—provides an
interesting case study in how assets can be beneficially monetized while enhancing, rather than
harming, the quality of life in a municipality.

Famously, the City became embroiled in litigation over whether—and to what extent—the world-class
art collection of the Detroit Institute of Arts (“DIA”) should be monetized. Certain creditors contended
that the art should be sold in full, while other stakeholders argued that no monetization of the art was
appropriate. After substantial collaboration among the DIA, the bankruptcy court’s mediator, certain
prominent foundations and citizens, the State of Michigan, and other interested stakeholders, a middle
ground was eventually reached: the City would transfer the art collection to a new independent entity,
which would hold the art in a perpetual charitable trust for the benefit of the people of Detroit and the
State of Michigan. In exchange, the DIA and various charitable foundations would contribute hundreds
of millions of dollars (but well below the market value of the art had it been sold outright) to assist in
funding Detroit’s pensions. This is the so-called “grand bargain.” The bankruptcy court endorsed this
approach, finding that the art collection was central to Detroit’s culture and education and that a sale of
the art would “only deepen Detroit’s fiscal, economic and social problems.” The DIA settlement, in the
bankruptcy court’s view, perfectly captured what Chapter 9 is supposed to be about: generating
recoveries for creditors while ensuring that the municipality is able to thrive post-bankruptcy.

Less public notice has been given to deals the City made with major creditors to renovate or redevelop
deteriorating or underused municipal assets rather than providing creditor recoveries purely in terms of
cash payments or restructured debt instruments. In the end, the City was able to settle at the eleventh
hour with some of its most entrenched litigation adversaries by employing that type of creative deal-
making.

Creditor Lesson 5: Creditors must push municipalities to creatively monetize municipal assets
in Chapter 9.
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6. Mediation is Key: Creditors Should Participate Aggressively

The early portion of the City’s bankruptcy case suffered significantly from the City’s aggressive
approach in dealing with its creditors (a continuation from the City’s failure to meaningfully negotiate
with its creditors prior to filing for bankruptcy). As a result, little real progress was made. Even after
several iterations of its plan, the City faced virtually unanimous opposition from creditors. Yet, by the
time the confirmation hearing concluded, the plan was essentially fully consensual, with every major
creditor having withdrawn its objections and agreed to support the plan. The catalyst? Mediation.

On August 13, 2013, the bankruptcy court appointed Gerald Rosen, Chief Judge of the U.S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Michigan, as the mediator in the bankruptcy case. Judge Rosen and
other mediators he appointed worked tirelessly behind the scenes to identify and bridge the gaps
between the parties, and it was that mediation process that enabled the numerous settlements making
the plan possible. As different constituencies hammered out individual deals that guaranteed their
support for the plan, the case began to build momentum towards confirmation. Consequently, those
that were the last to settle faced a very significant prospect of losing at a confirmation trial and facing an
unappetizing appellate process, and thus possessed less leverage than those that settled earlier.

Creditor Lesson 6: Given that Chapter 9 cases are generally dominated by negotiated, rather
than litigated, outcomes, municipal creditors (acting individually or collectively through an
insurer or trustee) should aggressively engage in mediation when available from the outset. In
addition, experts in municipal finance (both financial advisors and investment bankers) should
be brought into the process early to explore public finance market-based solutions.

7. Debtors’ Professional Fees Are Not Immune from Scrutiny

The Bankruptcy Code explicitly prohibits bankruptcy courts from interfering with the governmental
powers of a municipal debtor. Specifically, Chapter 9 does not require court approval for the retention
of counsel or payment of professional fees. Nevertheless, a bankruptcy court may not confirm a plan of
adjustment unless “all amounts to be paid by the debtor or by any person for services or expenses in
the case or incident to the plan have been fully disclosed and are reasonable.” As a result, the Detroit
bankruptcy court felt compelled to give close scrutiny to the expenses of the City’s professionals,
including the lawyers and consultants responsible for managing the City’s bankruptcy and, with the
City’s consent, retained a fee examiner to perform the necessary analysis. More controversially (and
without precedent), the court found that it was also obligated to independently evaluate the
reasonableness of professional fees incurred by the City and a wide range of entities with claims
against the City as part of the Court’s confirmation analysis. Most recently, the court went so far as to
rule that it is required to evaluate the reasonableness of the professional fees of the City’s retirement
systems’ professionals on the ground that the City funded the retirement systems which paid the fees.

Creditor Lesson 7: Fee examiners are likely to become a fixture of Chapter 9 practice.

8. Faster Is Not Necessarily Better for the Debtor

All else being equal, debtors are generally better off if they can emerge from bankruptcy quickly.
However, “all else” is rarely equal, and undue haste to complete the bankruptcy process can easily
backfire by creating animosity between the debtor and its creditors that can be difficult to overcome. In
the Detroit case, the City proposed an aggressive plan before obtaining the support of any significant
creditor group, and which few creditors thought stood any realistic chance of being confirmed. The
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result was enormous pushback, significant litigation and a plan process that stalled unproductively for
many months. This scenario played out in the face of a statutory deadline for the tenure of the City’s
Emergency Manager, which all parties knew would create tremendous pressure for the City to conclude
the case. Had the City pursued a more collaborative and less hurried approach immediately before its
filing and during the early months of the case, it might have been able to emerge from bankruptcy much
more quickly and at less expense for all parties involved.

Creditor Lesson 8: Creditors must be prepared to use the debtor’s timetable to their advantage.

9. Politics Is Part of the Process

Municipal bankruptcies, like most other major events impacting a governmental entity, can be intensely
political in nature. Quite rightly, many citizens and other stakeholders of an insolvent municipality will
have strong views on how that insolvency should be resolved. So too will the state, given that state
authorization is required for a municipality to file for Chapter 9 and because municipal bankruptcies can
have significant electoral consequences for state-level officials. While the Bankruptcy Code is facially
neutral, these political forces can have a profound effect on how a municipal bankruptcy case develops.
Certain unsecured creditors (typically pensioners) and stakeholders (for example, indigent citizens in
need of drinking water) are likely to inspire sympathetic media coverage and enjoy broad political
support. As Detroit showed, this can have tangible effects, such as the monetization of DIA art for the
benefit of pensioners and the creation of a special fund to cover the water bills of those who truly could
not afford to pay. Other creditors may be seen as less sympathetic, particularly those who are the
beneficiaries of complex “Wall Street” financial transactions that are perceived (rightly or wrongly) to
have cost the municipality dearly. This too can have tangible effects, such as the attempted outright
disallowance of certain claims. When combined with the Detroit bankruptcy court’s ruling that unfair
discrimination is essentially whatever the court perceives it to be, this political imbalance can potentially
translate into a litigation and negotiation imbalance. In the Detroit case, state officials played a
constructive role in the development of the City’s plan, not only by providing pension funding but also
by supporting refunding solutions for the Detroit Water and Sewer Department and making the
Michigan Finance Authority available as a refunding issuer.

Creditor Lesson 9: Creditors and other stakeholders in an insolvent municipality should
approach the process with both the legal and political realities of their position firmly in mind,
and not be surprised when these realities are manifested in the form of a plan that proposes to
treat similar creditors significantly differently. Also, the importance of state involvement should
not be overlooked.

* * *
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July 7, 2014

Puerto Rico Claims Authority to Nonconsensually
Restructure Public Corporation Debt
On Saturday, June 28, Puerto Rico Governor Alejandro Garcia Padilla signed into law the
euphemistically-named “Puerto Rico Public Corporation Debt Enforcement and Recovery Act” (the
“Act”). The Act, which was unveiled by the Governor and introduced to Puerto Rico’s legislature
only three days before, purports to create a new bankruptcy-like regime pursuant to which the
debts of certain of Puerto Rico’s public corporations may be restructured.1 Although Puerto Rico
describes the act as “not a bankruptcy act, but an orderly debt enforcement act for eligible public
corporations,” it nevertheless borrows many concepts and provisions—including the power to
“cramdown” and impair nonconsenting bondholders—directly from the U.S. Bankruptcy Code. In
fact, in a number of respects, the Act purports to provide even more powerful restructuring tools
than the Bankruptcy Code itself.

How it Works

The Act provides two restructuring options:

Chapter 2—“Consensual Debt Relief”

First, Chapter 2 provides a mechanism for an eligible public corporation to restructure some or all
of its debt through a proceeding similar to a prepackaged bankruptcy. A Chapter 2 proceeding
begins with the decision that an eligible public corporation should seek to enter into one or more
“Consensual Debt Relief Transactions.” This decision may be made by either (i) the governing body
of the eligible public corporation (subject to the approval of the Government Development Bank of
Puerto Rico (the “GDB”)) or (ii) the GDB itself, at the Governor’s request. Once that determination
has been made and notice has been posted on the public corporation’s website, a suspension

1 The Act specifically excludes the following Puerto Rico government entities from eligibility: the Commonwealth (for the avoidance of
doubt, neither the general obligation debt of the Commonwealth, nor any debt guaranteed by the Commonwealth shall be subject to
the Act); the seventy-eight municipalities of the Commonwealth; GDB and its subsidiaries, affiliates, and ascribed entities; the
Children’s Trust; the Employees Retirement System; the Judiciary Requirement System; the Municipal Finance Agency; the Municipal
Finance Corporation; the Puerto Rico Industrial Development Company; the Puerto Rico Industrial, Tourist, Educational, Medical and
Environmental Control Facilities Financing Authority; the Puerto Rico Infrastructure Financing Authority; the Puerto Rico Sales Tax
Financing Corporation; the Teachers Retirement System; and the University of Puerto Rico.
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period—similar to the automatic stay provided by the U.S. Bankruptcy Code—begins with respect
to the obligations that the public corporation seeks to restructure. A Consensual Debt Relief
Transaction becomes binding on all holders of a particular class of debt if:

 It is approved by the GDB;

 At least 50% of affected creditors within a class of substantially similar claims vote on the
transaction, and at least 75% of those voting approve the transaction

 Only similarly-situated debt is classified together; and

 The appropriate Puerto Rico Commonwealth court enters an order approving the
transaction (which appears to be essentially automatic if the correct procedures are
followed).

Thus, despite being described as a mechanism for fostering “Consensual Debt Relief Transactions,”
Chapter 2 allows Puerto Rico’s eligible public corporations to restructure a class of debt with the
consent of holders of as little as 37.5% (50% x 75%) of that debt.

Chapter 3—“Enforcement of Debt”

In contrast to Chapter 2, Chapter 3 provides for what is, in substance, a full-blown insolvency case.
Under Chapter 3, a case begins with an eligible debtor (with the permission of the GDB) or the
GDB itself (on behalf of an eligible debtor) filing a petition with the appropriate Puerto Rico
Commonwealth court. As in a typical case under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code, filing a petition under
Chapter 3 gives rise to an automatic stay. The public corporation then, like a debtor under the
Bankruptcy Code and subject to certain restrictions, can reject contracts,2 obtain new credit, prime
existing liens on its assets, and ultimately seek to confirm a plan that impairs creditors. As with
“cramdown” under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code, a plan under the Act may be confirmed if creditors
comprising a majority by number, and at least two-thirds by amount of debt held in a single class,
vote to accept the Plan and the Act’s other requirements are met. Unlike chapter 9 of the U.S.
Bankruptcy Code, on which Chapter 3 of the Act is partially based, the Act does not provide special
protections to holders of secured revenue bonds. To the contrary, the Act appears to be specifically
intended to allow Puerto Rico’s eligible public corporations to impair holders of their revenue
bonds.

2 Under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code, a debtor can only reject contracts if both sides still have obligations to perform under the contract.
The Act does not contain any similar restriction.
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Act Challenged as Unconstitutional

On the same day that the Act was signed into law, a group of creditors holding secured revenue
bonds issued by the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (“PREPA”) filed a complaint in the United
States District Court for the District of Puerto Rico (Case No. 14-1518) challenging the Act as
unconstitutional. The lawsuit, which has been assigned to Judge Jay A. García-Gregory, raises four
potentially serious challenges to the Act:

 The Act violates the Constitution’s “Bankruptcy Clause” because Congress has the
exclusive power to enact a uniform bankruptcy law, and the Act is, in substance if not
name, a bankruptcy law;

 The Act violates the Constitution’s “Takings Clause” by permitting existing liens to be
primed without providing just compensation to existing lienholders;

 The Act violates the Constitution’s “Contracts Clause” by, among other things, authorizing
the non-consensual restructuring of debt; and

 The Act violates the Constitution’s “Supremacy Clause” because its automatic stay
provisions purportedly enjoin actions pending in Federal courts.

We are unaware of any other non-federal legislation in the United States that purports to
empower public corporations and non-federal courts with such wide-ranging powers to adjust
contractual relations and creditor claims. As such, substantial challenges to the Act are not only
likely, but, in our view, inevitable.

For the moment, however, the lawsuit against the Act faces a substantial hurdle. Because neither
PREPA nor any other eligible public corporation has actually sought to restructure under the Act,
the plaintiffs may be unable to show the existence of any true “case or controversy,” which is a
prerequisite for a court to hear the lawsuit. As a result, this particular lawsuit challenging the Act
may be subject to dismissal as an impermissible request for an advisory opinion. Nevertheless, the
lawsuit provides a useful first impression for what lies in store if, and when, a Puerto Rico public
corporation does seek to restructure its debts under the Act. Future lawsuits may involve actions
seeking to enjoin enforcement of the Act, either in a commonwealth court or a federal district
court, pending a determination of the constitutionality and validity of its provisions.

* * *
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February 11, 2015

Federal Court Strikes Down Puerto Rico’s Recovery Act as
Unconstitutional

On Friday, February 6, 2015, the United States District Court for the District of Puerto Rico struck down
the Puerto Rico Public Corporation Debt Enforcement and Recovery Act (the “Recovery Act”) as
unconstitutional, and permanently enjoined the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and its officers, as well
as their successors in office, from enforcing the Recovery Act. The Act, which was signed into law in
June 2014, created a new bankruptcy-like regime at the Commonwealth level through which the debts
of certain of Puerto Rico’s public corporations could purportedly be restructured without unanimous
creditor consent. In his 75-page opinion, US District Court Judge Francisco A. Besosa explained that
the Recovery Act was preempted in its entirety by section 903(1) of the US Bankruptcy Code, which
explicitly prohibits any State (interpreted by Judge Besosa as including the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico) from “prescribing a method of composition of indebtedness” for its municipalities that could
involuntarily bind creditors to the terms of a debt restructuring. Judge Besosa’s decision, if it survives a
likely appeal, greatly reduces Puerto Rico’s leverage in negotiations with the creditors of its most
distressed instrumentalities. It also raises the likelihood of an uncontrolled default of one or more of
Puerto Rico’s public corporations. To avert that threat, Puerto Rico may step up its efforts to obtain
Congressional authorization for its municipalities to access chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code or seek
new, less draconian, legislation at the Commonwealth level.

Challenges to the Recovery Act
Almost as soon as the Recovery Act became law, certain bondholders of the Puerto Rico Electric
Power Authority (“PREPA”)—widely seen as Puerto Rico’s most financially distressed instrumentality—
filed suit in US federal court seeking a declaratory judgment that the Recovery Act was unconstitutional.
The PREPA bondholders challenged the Recovery Act on a variety of grounds, alleging that:

 The Recovery Act violates the Constitution’s “Bankruptcy Clause” because Congress has
the exclusive power to enact a uniform bankruptcy law and the Recovery Act is, in
substance if not name, a bankruptcy law;

 Section 903(1) of the Bankruptcy Code, which forbids states from enacting municipal debt
restructuring legislation that involuntarily binds creditors, expressly preempts the Recovery
Act;

 The Recovery Act violates the Constitution’s “Takings Clause” by permitting existing liens to
be primed without providing just compensation to existing lienholders and by eliminating
bondholders’ right to appointment of a receiver following the occurrence of a default;

 The Recovery Act violates the Constitution’s “Contracts Clause” by, among other things,
authorizing the non-consensual restructuring of debt; and

 The Recovery Act unconstitutionally enjoins actions pending in federal courts.

http://www.chadbourne.com/
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Judge Besosa Takes an Expansive View of Litigant Standing
In addition to substantively responding to the PREPA bondholders’ challenges, Puerto Rico argued that
their lawsuits should be dismissed as premature. According to Puerto Rico, no justiciable dispute
existed because the litany of harms described in PREPA bondholders’ complaints could not come to
pass until after a restructuring proceeding under the Recovery Act was actually commenced. In
rebuttal, the PREPA bondholders argued that they were harmed in a variety of ways by the mere
existence of the Recovery Act, which immediately abrogated certain of their contractual rights (such as
the right to appoint a receiver upon the occurrence of a default) and greatly undermined their leverage
in restructuring negotiations.

In the opening portion of his opinion, Judge Besosa broadly agreed with the PREPA bondholders,
finding that Puerto Rico’s adoption of the Recovery Act was “a ‘direct and immediate’ injury to the
plaintiff bondholders.” Accordingly, Judge Besosa concluded that “delaying adjudication on the merits
of the plaintiffs’ [preemption and contract clause] constitutional claims until PREPA invokes the
recovery act ... would continue to inflict hardship on the plaintiffs with no identifiable corresponding
gain.” (He did, however, also conclude that certain of the plaintiffs’ Takings Clause claims were
premature because the Recovery Act had not yet been employed to deprive them of their liens.)

Bankruptcy Code Section 903(1) Expressly Preempts the Recovery Act
Turning to the merits of the dispute, Judge Besosa concluded that the Recovery Act was entirely and
directly preempted by Section 903(1) of the Bankruptcy Code. Under the Supremacy Clause of the US
Constitution, federal law can “preempt” or displace contrary state (or Puerto Rico) law. Section 903(1)
of the Bankruptcy Code—a federal law—states:

This chapter does not limit or impair the power of a State to control ... a
municipality of or in such State in the exercise of the political or governmental
powers of such municipality, including expenditures for such exercise, but—

1) A State law prescribing a method of composition of indebtedness of such
municipality may not bind any creditor that does not consent to such
composition ....

Based on this language, Judge Besosa concluded that “Congress expressly preempted state laws that
prescribe a method of composition of municipal indebtedness that binds nonconsenting creditors.” For
purposes of the Bankruptcy Code, the term “State” includes “Puerto Rico, except for the purpose of
defining who may be a debtor under chapter 9 of” the Bankruptcy Code. Judge Besosa concluded that
section 903(1) does not define who may be a debtor under chapter 9, making Puerto Rico a “State” for
purposes of that section and thus prohibited from enacting coercive municipal debt composition
legislation. According to Judge Besosa, the fact that Puerto Rico’s municipalities are not themselves
eligible for relief under chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code does not alter this analysis.

Having determined that section 903(1) of the Bankruptcy Code applied, Judge Besosa concisely
concluded that the Recovery Act fell squarely within the class of coercive municipal debt composition
legislation directly prohibited by the statute. Accordingly, he struck down the Recovery Act in its
entirety and issued a permanent injunction against its enforcement. He did not rule on the merits of the
bondholders’ challenges to the Recovery Act under the Bankruptcy Clause or the Contracts Clause.

What Comes Next
Puerto Rico has already announced that it intends to appeal Judge Besosa’s ruling and is likely to
proceed rapidly in order to demonstrate the urgency of its cause. Any appeal will be heard by the
United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit. Ordinarily, such an appeal could take a year or
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more to be fully briefed, argued and decided. However, given the gravity of its financial situation,
Puerto Rico may seek expedited consideration.

Regardless of any appeal filed by Puerto Rico, Judge Besosa’s decision is likely to have several near-
term consequences, including:

 Enhanced PREPA Bondholder Negotiating Power. Judge Besosa characterized the
untapped power of the Recovery Act as a “Sword of Damocles” dangling over the heads of
PREPA’s bondholders. With that threat now removed, and Puerto Rico left without a clear
avenue for restructuring the debt of its distressed instrumentalities, PREPA bondholders
may be emboldened in pressing for advantageous terms.

 Potential Damage to Puerto Rico’s Less Distressed Credits. The Recovery Act was part of a
“ring-fencing” strategy designed to clearly separate the fortunes of some of Puerto Rico’s
most distressed instrumentalities from the fortunes of those instrumentalities that were
relatively healthy. Accordingly, only certain of Puerto Rico’s instrumentalities were made
eligible for the Recovery Act. With the Recovery Act permanently enjoined, that ring-fencing
strategy appears to be less credible. Indeed, Puerto Rico’s Justice Secretary Cesar
Miranda released a statement noting that the decision deprived Puerto Rico of “the only
instrument available to manage our debt in an organized form.”

 Increased Pressure to Give Puerto Rico Municipalities Access to Chapter 9. Although
Puerto Rico may attempt to revive the Recovery Act in some form, Puerto Rico may also
seek to increase pressure on Congress to grant the Commonwealth’s municipality's access
to chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code. Puerto Rico’s representative in Congress, Pedro
Pierluisi, has been optimistic on this front, stating, “I am sure that, if we go to Congress with
a single voice to seek the same treatment that the states receive under Chapter 9, we can
achieve this objective.” Whether that upbeat sentiment is inline with the political realities of
the current Congress remains to be seen.

 Less Draconian Commonwealth Legislation. It is clear from his opinion that Judge Besosa
was deeply concerned by the Recovery Act’s extensive and sweeping impairment of existing
creditors’ rights. Commonwealth legislation that takes a more nuanced and balanced
approach, perhaps by prioritizing payments for essential services without purporting to
reduce amounts owed in respect of other obligations, might have a better chance to survive
judicial scrutiny.

* * *
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• Municipal Bankruptcy Law 

• Created first by Congress during the Great Depression.   

• Original version held unconstitutional by the Supreme Court in 

Ashton v. Cameron County Water Improvement District (1936) 

 

 

 

 

• Second version of municipal bankruptcy law was adopted in 1937.   

• It included the predecessor to sections 903 and 904 of the Bankruptcy 

Code (discussed in detail below).  It was designed to preserve certain 

state rights over its municipalities and certain municipal government 

powers and assets.   

• The revised statute was upheld by the Supreme Court as constitutional in 

U.S. v. Bekins (1938).  

Tenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution 

The powers not delegated to the United States 

by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the 

States, are reserved to the States respectively, 

or to the people. 
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• Highlights of Chapter 9 Differences 

• Filings by municipality must be specifically authorized by state law 

• Involuntary chapter 9 filings are not allowed 

• Statute is designed to recognize rights of state and bankruptcy 

court’s powers are thus limited 

• Court cannot generally order spending reductions or increase taxes 

• Court cannot interfere with many government activities 

• Only the municipality can file a plan of adjustment 

• No trustee can be appointed, except with respect to pursuing avoidance 

actions in certain limited instances 

• Payments to municipal bonds or notes within 90 day preference 

period not capable of being voided 

• Chief Judge of Court of Appeals for the Circuit where the entity filing 

occurs appoints the bankruptcy judge (not random assignment) 
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Largest Chapter 11 Cases  
(measured by value of estimated liabilities) 

#3 – Orange County ($1.7b)                       #2 – Jefferson County ($3.2b) 

 

                           #1 – Detroit ($18.5b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     #4 – San Bernardino ($1b)                 #5 – Stockton ($700mm) 
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• Section 109(c) of the Bankruptcy Code defines who may be a 

debtor under chapter 9. 
 
  

An entity may be a debtor under chapter 9 of this title if and only if such entity—  

(1)is a municipality;  

(2)is specifically authorized, in its capacity as a municipality or by name, to be a debtor 

under such chapter by State law, or by a governmental officer or organization 

empowered by State law to authorize such entity to be a debtor under such chapter;  

(3)is insolvent;  

(4) desires to effect a plan to adjust such debts; and  

(5)(A) has obtained the agreement of creditors holding at least a majority in amount of 

the claims of each class that such entity intends to impair under a plan in a case 

under such chapter; (B) has negotiated in good faith with creditors and has failed to 

obtain the agreement of creditors holding at least a majority in amount of the claims of 

each class that such entity intends to impair under a plan in a case under such 

chapter; (C) is unable to negotiate with creditors because such negotiation is 

impracticable; or (D) reasonably believes that a creditor may attempt to obtain a 

transfer that is avoidable under section 547 of this title.  
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• 1st Requirement: entity must be a municipality 

• Section 101(40) defines “municipality” as follows: 

 

 

• A “political subdivision” includes a county, parish, city, town, village, 

borough, or township, among other things.  It does not include the state 

itself. (Collier) 

• A “public agency” includes incorporated authorities, commissions and the 

like that are organized for the purpose of constructing, maintaining and 

operating revenue-producing enterprise.  (Collier)  

• Case Law:  

• In 2010, in a somewhat unusual procedural context involving a Chapter 

11 filing, a bankruptcy court held that the Las Vegas Monorail was not 

eligible for Chapter 9 because the Monorail did not engage in traditional 

governmental functions, the state lacked day-to-day control over the 

monorail (which was run by a separate entity) and state law did not treat 

the monorail as an instrumentality of the state.   

The term “municipality” means political subdivision or 

public agency or instrumentality of a State.  
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• 2nd Requirement: entity must be specifically authorized to file for 

Chapter 9 

• 11 states provide blanket authorizations (Examples: Prichard, Alabama; 

Jefferson County, Alabama) 

• 17 states provide authorization subject to conditions and/or limitations 

(Example: Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; all California bankruptcies) 

• Conditions include (more than one condition may exist within state): (a) written 

consent of governor, state official or state commission; (b) limitation on type of 

entities that may file; (c) pre-filing oversight of municipality by manager, 

receiver; (d) limitations on types of debt that can be adjusted  

• 22 states are either (i) silent on authority of municipality to file for 

bankruptcy, which means entities within state are ineligible to file (21 

states) or (ii) explicitly prohibit a municipality bankruptcy filing (1 state) 
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• 3rd Requirement: entity must be insolvent 

• Section 101(32) of the Bankruptcy Code defines “insolvency” for 

purposes of chapter 9 eligibility. 

 

 

 

 

• City of Vallejo, 408 B.R. 280 (9th Cir. BAP 2009) (BAP found that 

bankruptcy court’s reliance on cash insolvency -- by showing could not 

pay debts due within the next year – was valid for 101(32) purposes).   

• City of Stockton, 493 B.R. 772 (Bankr. E.D.CA. 2013).   
• Court concludes that lacking funds to pay obligations within current or next succeeding 

fiscal year satisfies cash solvency analysis. 

• Court also examines service delivery insolvency and budget insolvency.  Where unable to 

further reduce services, municipality could be service delivery insolvent.  Where cannot 

create balanced budget, have budget insolvency.   

• Court found Stockton satisfied all relevant measures of insolvency. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The term “insolvent” means— …  

(C) with reference to a municipality, financial condition such that the municipality is—  

 (i) generally not paying its debts as they become due unless such debts are the 

   subject of a bona fide dispute; or  

 (ii) unable to pay its debts as they become due. 
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• 4th Requirement: entity must desire to effect a plan of 

adjustment 

• 5th Requirement: entity must have negotiated in good faith with 

creditors prior to filing 

• this requires one of the following be satisfied (from Section 109):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• this requirement has been hotly contested (see, e.g., Detroit) 

 

(A) has obtained the agreement of creditors holding at least a majority in amount of the 

claims of each class that such entity intends to impair under a plan in a case under 

such chapter;  

(B) has negotiated in good faith with creditors and has failed to obtain the agreement of 

creditors holding at least a majority in amount of the claims of each class that such 

entity intends to impair under a plan in a case under such chapter;  

(C) is unable to negotiate with creditors because such negotiation is impracticable; or  

(D) reasonably believes that a creditor may attempt to obtain a transfer that is avoidable 

under section 547 of this title.  
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• Plus One More:  case must be filed in “good faith” 

• “Good faith” required by Section 921(c) of the Bankruptcy Code 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After any objection to the petition, the court, after notice and a 

hearing, may dismiss the petition if the debtor did not file the 

petition in good faith or if the petition does not meet the 

requirements of this title.  
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• Bankruptcy Court authority is limited in a Chapter 9 case 

• Section 901 

• Lists specific Bankruptcy Code provisions (not all) that are applicable to a 

Chapter 9 municipal bankruptcy case 

• Provisions related to, among other things, payment of professionals, use or 

sale of property and obtaining financing are not applicable in a Chapter 9 

bankruptcy case 

• Section 903  

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter does not limit or impair the power of a State to control, by legislation or 

otherwise, a municipality of or in such State in the exercise of the political or 

governmental powers of such municipality, including expenditures for such exercise, 

but—  

(1) a State law prescribing a method of composition of indebtedness of such 

municipality may not bind any creditor that does not consent to such 

composition; and  

(2) a judgment entered under such a law may not bind a creditor that does not 

consent to such composition.  
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• Section 904  

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Section 904 limits the relief that a bankruptcy court can grant in Chapter 9 

cases.  

• See, e.g., Stockton, 478 B.R. 8 (E.D.Cal. 2012) – Where certain retired 

employees requested the court order the City of Stockton keep paying health 

benefits during its chapter 9 case, the court found that section 904 prohibited it 

from using any of its powers to “interfere with” property or revenues of a 

chapter 9 debtor.  This was the case even thought the court recognized that 

the “unilateral interim reduction of retiree health benefit payments may lead to 

tragic hardships for individuals.” 

 

 

 

 

Notwithstanding any power of the court, unless the debtor consents or the plan so 

provides, the court may not, by any stay, order, or decree, in the case or otherwise, 

interfere with— 

(1) any of the political or governmental powers of the debtor;  

(2) any of the property or revenues of the debtor; or  

(3) the debtor’s use or enjoyment of any income-producing property.  
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• Special Revenues 

• Background 

• Section 552(a) of the Bankruptcy Code provides that property of the 

debtor acquired after the petition date “is not subject to any lien resulting 

from any security agreement entered into by a debtor before the 

commencement of the case.”   

• The section was designed to ensure that the debtor obtained full use of after-

acquired property that was not subject to a lien. 

• However, prior to 1988, it was unclear whether section 552(a) of the 

Bankruptcy Code applied to liens on “special revenues” securing certain 

types of municipal bonds.   

• If a municipality filed for bankruptcy, would section 552 permit general 

unsecured creditors of the municipality to seek payment from the pledged 

revenues?   

• Certain of the 1988 Amendments to the Bankruptcy Code were intended 

to address this concern  
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• The 1988 amendments made several relevant substantive changes 

to Chapter 9 

• FIRST, Section 902(2) defines “special revenues” as 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The provision is intended to identify revenue bonds, which are bonds not paid 

for by general taxes, levies, or revenues of a municipality, but are payable from 

certain specified receipts relating to a project, system or purpose from which 

the money raised by the bonds is used.  (Collier) 

 

(A) receipts derived from the ownership, operation, or disposition of projects or 

systems of the debtor that are primarily used or intended to be used primarily to 

provide transportation, utility, or other services, including the proceeds of 

borrowings to finance the projects or systems;  

(B) special excise taxes imposed on particular activities or transactions;  

(C) incremental tax receipts from the benefited area in the case of tax-increment 

financing;  

(D) other revenues or receipts derived from particular functions of the debtor, 

whether or not the debtor has other functions; or  

(E) taxes specifically levied to finance one or more projects or systems, 

excluding receipts from general property, sales, or income taxes (other than tax-

increment financing) levied to finance the general purposes of the debtor; 
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• SECOND -- Section 928 protects “special revenues” from attack as “after-

acquired” property.  Section 928(a) provides as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

… special revenues acquired by the debtor after 

the commencement of the case shall remain 

subject to any lien resulting from any security 

agreement entered into by the debtor before the 

commencement of the case.  
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• THIRD – Section 922, the Chapter 9 provision on the automatic stay,  

was amended to make the automatic stay inapplicable to the payment of 

pledged special revenues 

• Congress explained that the changes to Chapter 9 were necessary “to ensure 

that revenue bondholders receive the benefit of their bargain with the municipal 

issuer and that they will have unimpaired rights to the project revenues 

pledged to them.”  (Senate Report ) 

• In re Jefferson County, 474 B.R. 228 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 2012):  

• Sections 922 and 928 of the Bankruptcy Code interact to "provide a 

mechanism whereby the pledged special revenues would continue to be 

paid uninterrupted to those to which/whom payment of [the underlying] 

indebtedness is secured by a lien on special revenues. .... The result is that 

11 U.S.C. § 922(d) excludes continued payment of these 'pledged special 

revenues' to the lienholder from being stayed ....").   
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• Summary of Bond Treatment in Chapter 9 

• General Fund Obligations 

• No post-petition interest 

• Automatic stay applies 

• Treated as unsecured claims 

• Special Revenue Bonds 

• Debt service payments 

• But may be “taxed” with necessary operating expenses under certain 

circumstances (e.g., a “gross” revenue pledge) 

• See Bankruptcy Code section 922(b) 

• “Full-Faith and Credit” General Obligation Bonds 

• Treatment disputed in Detroit bankruptcy case 
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• Rejection of Collective Bargaining Agreements  

• Bildisco 

• In the 1984 decision of National Labor Relations Board v. Bildisco & 

Bildisco, the Supreme Court held that a debtor may unilaterally assume 

or reject any “executory contract,” including a collective bargaining 

agreement 

• However, Supreme Court found that the “special nature” of labor 

agreement made the rejection subject to a higher standard than business 

judgment rule;  

• debtor must show both that the agreement burdens the estate and that the 

equities balance in favor of rejection  

• In response to Bildisco, Congress created section 1113 of the Bankruptcy 

Code which sets new standards and procedures for rejecting collective 

bargain agreement; HOWEVER, it does not apply to Chapter 9 cases 

• In Chapter 9 cases, rejection requests are still subject to Bildisco 

standard.  See City of Vallejo, 432 B.R. 262 (E.D. Ca. 2010) (court finds 

Bildisco appropriate standard to apply in Chapter 9 cases).   
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• Pension & OPEB Liabilities 

• Issue: Substantial Pension and OPEB liabilities are faced by 

municipality in every single Chapter 9 bankruptcy filing 

 

• Arguments: 

• Employee/Union:  Cannot modify pension/OPEB rights granted by state 

constitution or state law 

• Municipality Argument:  Can modify rights because federal (bankruptcy) 

powers trump state law 
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• Key Pension & OPEB Liabilities Cases 

• In re City of Detroit, Mich., 504 B.R. 97, 153 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. 2013) 

(Chapter 9 Eligibility Opinion) 
• “Michigan’s “constitution could have given pensions protection from impairment in bankruptcy in several ways. 

It could have simply prohibited Michigan municipalities from filing bankruptcy. It could have somehow created a 

property interest that bankruptcy would be required to respect under Butner v. United States, 440 U.S. 48, 99 

S.Ct. 914, 59 L.Ed.2d 136 (1979) (holding that property issues in bankruptcy are determined according to state 

law). Or, it could have established some sort of a secured interest in the municipality's property. It could even 

have explicitly required the State to guaranty pension benefits. But it did none of those.” 

 

• In re City of Detroit, Mich., --- B.R. ---, 2014 WL 7409724 (Bankr. 

E.D. Mich. Dec. 31, 2014) (Supplemental Confirmation Opinion): 
• “As a condition of plan confirmation, section 943(b)(4) requires that “the debtor is not prohibited by law from 

taking any action necessary to carry out the plan[.]” Several creditors object to the plan on the grounds that it 

violates Art. IV. § 24 of the Michigan constitution, prohibiting the impairment of pensions, and that therefore the 

plan does not comply with § 943(b)(4). 

. . . . . Under § 1123(b)(1), the plan may impair unsecured claims. As the Court held in its eligibility opinion, 

pension claims are unsecured contract claims under the Michigan constitution and are therefore subject to 

impairment in bankruptcy. In re City of Detroit, 504 B.R. at 150–54. Section 943(b)(4) does not prohibit that. If 

it did, then no unsecured claims could be impaired in a chapter 9 case.” 
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• Key Pension & OPEB Liabilities Cases (cont’d) 

• In re City of Stockton, Cal., --- B.R. ---, 2015 WL 515602 (Bankr. E.D. 

Cal. Feb. 4, 2015) 
• “The California Public Employees' Retirement System (“CalPERS”), which by contract 

administers the City-sponsored pensions, says that California law insulates its contract from 

rejection and that the pensions themselves may not be adjusted. . . .  [I]t is doubtful that 

CalPERS even has standing to defend the City pensions from modification . . . . 

 

This decision determines that the obstacles interposed by CalPERS are not effective in 

bankruptcy. First, the California statute forbidding rejection of a contract with CalPERS in a 

chapter 9 case is constitutionally infirm in the face of the exclusive power of Congress to enact 

uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcy . . . — the essence of which laws is the impairment 

of contracts — and of the Supremacy Clause. U.S. Const, art. I, § 8 & art. VI. Second, the $1.6 

billion lien granted to CalPERS by state statute in the event of termination of a pension 

administration contract is vulnerable to avoidance in bankruptcy as a statutory lien. 11 U.S.C. § 

545. Third, the Contracts Clauses of the Federal and State Constitutions . . . do not preclude 

contract rejection or modification in bankruptcy. Finally, considerations of sovereignty and 

sovereign immunity do not dictate a different result.” 
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• A municipal “plan of adjustment” may be confirmed if the 

following criteria from section 943 are satisfied: 

 (b) The court shall confirm the plan if—  

(1) the plan complies with the provisions of this title made applicable by sections 103(e) and 

901 of this title 

(2) the plan complies with the provisions of this chapter;  

(3) all amounts to be paid by the debtor or by any person for services or expenses in the 

case or incident to the plan have been fully disclosed and are reasonable;  

(4) the debtor is not prohibited by law from taking any action necessary to carry out the plan;  

(5) except to the extent that the holder of a particular claim has agreed to a different 

treatment of such claim, the plan provides that on the effective date of the plan each 

holder of a claim of a kind specified in section 507(a)(2) of this title will receive on 

account of such claim cash equal to the allowed amount of such claim;  

(6) any regulatory or electoral approval necessary under applicable nonbankruptcy law in 

order to carry out any provision of the plan has been obtained, or such provision is 

expressly conditioned on such approval; and  

(7) the plan is in the best interests of creditors and is feasible.  
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• Section 943(b)(1) incorporates, by cross reference to section 901, 

certain requirements from Section 1129 of the Bankruptcy Code 

including the following: 

• The plan complies with the applicable provisions of the title; 

• The plan has been proposed in good faith and not by any means 

forbidden by law;  

• With respect to each class of claims, such class has accepted the 

plan or is not impaired under the plan;  

• At least one class of claims that is impaired has accepted the plan. 
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• Section 943(b)(1) also incorporates 1129(b), thus allowing a 

debtor to “cram-down” a plan of adjustment on non-consenting 

creditor classes in certain circumstances. 

• The “best interest of creditors” test must be defined differently in 

Chapter 9 cases because cannot measure how much creditors would 

receive if debtor were liquidated.   

• Test has generally been interpreted to mean that the plan must be 

better than other alternatives available to creditors. 

• Plan must also not “unfairly discriminate” among similarly-situated 

creditors.  The meaning of the phrase “unfair discrimination” was 

hotly contested in both the Detroit and Stockton cases. 

• In Detroit, the bankruptcy court ultimately concluded that “determining 

fairness is a matter of relying upon the judgment of conscience. That is all 

that Congress intended in so broadly articulating the unfair discrimination 

test in § 1129(b).” In re City of Detroit, Mich., --- B.R. ---, 2014 WL 

7409724, at *99 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. Dec. 31, 2014). 

 



 

      

Treatment of Special Revenue Bonds in Chapter 9:  

Where are We After In re Jefferson County, Alabama? 

By Lawrence A. Larose and Robert J. Gayda* 

I. Treatment of Special Revenues  

 

A. Generally, property acquired by the Debtor after the filing of a bankruptcy case 

will not be subject to a lien resulting from a prepetition agreement.  

B. Specifically, section 552(a) of the Bankruptcy Code (incorporated into Chapter 9 

through Section 901(a)), provides that property of the debtor acquired after the 

petition date “is not subject to any lien resulting from any security agreement 

entered into by a debtor before the commencement of the case.”   

C. Prior to 1988, there was confusion as to how “special revenue bonds”, which are 

municipal bonds secured by specific pledged revenues, would be treated in 

Chapter 9 in light of section 552(a).    

 

i. Special revenue bonds do not have a lien on hard assets of the 

municipality, thus the only recourse is to the pledged revenues. 

ii. If a municipality filed for bankruptcy, would section 552 permit general 

unsecured creditors of the municipality to seek payment from the pledged 

special revenues?  Would the holders of special revenue bonds have any 

recourse to pledged revenues collected after the petition date? 

 

D. Certain of the 1988 Amendments to the Bankruptcy Code were intended to 

address these concerns and made several important changes to chapter 9. 

i. First “special revenues,” as defined by section 902,1 generally refer to 

receipts derived from the ownership, operation, or disposition of projects 

 

 Lawrence A. Larose is a partner and Robert J. Gayda is an associate of Chadbourne & Parke 

LLP.  Mr. Larose and Chadbourne & Parke LLP represented a major financial creditor in the 

Jefferson County, AL Chapter 9 proceeding.  The opinions expressed herein are solely those 

of the authors and in no way express or reflect the opinion of Chadbourne & Parke LLP or 

any of its clients. 

1  For reference, the applicable provisions of Bankruptcy Code sections 902, 922, and 928 are fully set 

forth in Appendix A below.  



 

  

or systems of the municipality or certain specific taxes, as opposed to 

general taxes, levies, or revenues of a municipality. 

ii. Second, section 928 protects “special revenues” from attack as “after-

acquired” property.  Section 928(a) provides as follows: 

a. . . . special revenues acquired by the debtor after the 

commencement of the case shall remain subject to any lien 

resulting from any security agreement entered into by the debtor 

before the commencement of the case.  

iii. Third, section 922, the Chapter 9 provision on the automatic stay, was 

amended to make the automatic stay inapplicable to the payment of 

pledged special revenues through the inclusion of section 922(d). 

a. Congress explained that the changes to Chapter 9 were necessary 

“to ensure that revenue bondholders receive the benefit of their 

bargain with the municipal issuer and that they will have 

unimpaired rights to the project revenues pledged to them.”  

(Senate Report). 

E. In what was essentially a case of first impression, three opinions issued by Judge 

Thomas Bennett of the Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District of Alabama in 

the Jefferson County, Alabama chapter 9 cases interpreted and applied the 

provisions of sections 922 and 928 of the Bankruptcy Code to the Jefferson 

County Sewer Warrants (as defined below). 

II. In re Jefferson County, Alabama - - Background 

 

A. Jefferson County, AL (the “County”) filed for relief under chapter 9 of the 

Bankruptcy Code on November 9, 2011. 

 

B. The County alleged that the filing resulted in part from the County’s “massive 

borrowing in the form of warrants issued from 1997 to 2003 to finance the 

construction and repair of a sewer system owned by the County.”   

 

C. Unpaid principal balance of these warrants (the “Sewer Warrants”) at the time of 

filing was approximately $3,200,000,000.  The Sewer Warrants were governed by 

an indenture (as well as numerous supplemental indentures, collectively, the 

“Indenture”), and the indenture trustee for the Warrants was the Bank of New 

York Mellon (the “Indenture Trustee”). 

 

D. The Sewer Warrants were secured by liens against the net revenues (gross 

revenues less certain “Operating Expenses,” as defined in the Indenture) 

generated by the County’s sewer system (the “Net Revenues”). 

  



 

  

III. In re Jefferson County, Alabama, 474 B.R. 228 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. January 19, 2012) 

(“JeffCo I”).2 
 

A. In Judge Bennett’s own words (from JeffCo III), “[JeffCo I] was in the context of 

various challenges made by the Trustee, an Alabama Court’s receiver . . . for the 

Sewer System, the insurers of some of the County’s payment obligations owed to 

warrant holders, certain liquidity banks, and others against the County that were 

filed within hours of the commencement of the County’s chapter 9 bankruptcy.” 

B.  The central dispute of JeffCo I was whether the receiver had to cede control of 

property of the County back to the County as a municipal debtor.  An ancillary, 

yet very significant dispute resolved by Judge Bennett in JeffCo I was between 

the County and the Indenture Trustee regarding the scope of the exception to the 

automatic stay under the language of section 922 allowing for the continued, 

postpetition “application of pledged special revenues . . . to the payment of 

indebtedness secured by such revenues.”  (JeffCo I).   

C. The County argued that section 922(d)’s exception to the automatic stay was only 

applicable to revenues in the possession of the Indenture Trustee; sewer system 

revenues held by the County were not “pledged” revenues as that term is used in 

section 922(d). 

i. The County made this argument through its interpretation of the term 

“pledged” in the phrase “pledged special revenues” as used in the statute. 

The County argued that the word pledged was “to be given a meaning 

which requires possession by the pledgee or one holding the property as a 

representative of the pledgee” as would be found in a bailor/bailee 

relationship.   

D. Ultimately, after a detailed examination of general legal usage of the term, the 

workings of the pledge under the Indenture, and the legislative history, Judge 

Bennett ruled: 

i. With respect to the stay of section 922, that “’[p]ledged special revenues’ 

as used in § 922(d) includes all special revenues against which the County 

granted a lien under the Indenture . . . .” whether in the possession of the 

County or the Indenture Trustee. 

 

2  Various issues decided in both JeffCo I and JeffCo II were on appeal to the 11
th
 Circuit Court of 

Appeals.  Those appeals were mooted by the settlement embodied by the County’s plan of 

adjustment, which was ultimately approved and has become effective. 



 

  

ii. As per section 928, that “pledged special revenues” “encompasses those 

pledged revenues that are received from the sewer system before and after 

the filing of the County’s chapter 9.” 

iii. Thus, the Indenture Trustee was entitled to receive continued payments of 

pledged special revenues postpetition. 

a. The Court noted that  “[t]he . . . intent of what Congress enacted . . 

. was to provide a mechanism whereby the pledged revenues 

would continue to be paid uninterrupted to those to which/whom 

payment of the sewer system’s indebtedness is secured by a lien on 

special revenues.”  

E. The question of what types of expenses could be deducted by the County from the 

gross revenues of the sewer system under the Indenture or section 928(b) was left 

open for consensual arrangement or later determination by the Court.   

 

IV. In re Jefferson County, Alabama, 482 B.R. 404 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. Oct. 9, 2012) 

(“JeffCo II”). 
 

A. A dispute between the County and the Indenture Trustee regarding what could be 

properly withheld from the gross sewer system revenues arose almost 

immediately after JeffCo I. 

i. The County sought to deduct from the sewer revenues a reserve for future 

estimated professional fees related to the bankruptcy and litigation with 

the warrant holders, as well as for depreciation, amortization, and capital 

expenditures related to the sewer system. 

ii. These proposed deductions amounted to more than $4.5 million per month 

which would otherwise be paid to warrant holders.  

iii. The Indenture Trustee commenced an adversary proceeding in the 

Bankruptcy Court seeking a declaratory judgment that these expenses 

could not be paid from the sewer system’s revenues.  

B. Thus, the Bankruptcy Court had to determine: 

i. First, whether the County was contractually entitled to reserves for 

professional fees, depreciation, amortization and capital expenditure 

because they fell within the definition of “Operating Expenses” under the 

Indenture. 

a. Under the Indenture, Operating Expenses were permitted to be 

deducted from the system revenues ahead of payments to be made 

to the Indenture Trustee.  The revenues left after payment of 

Operating Expenses were the Net Revenues subject to the 

Indenture Trustee’s liens. 



 

  

ii. Second, if these payments were not contractually required pursuant to the 

Indenture, whether these payments were required to be paid ahead of the 

net revenues as “necessary operating expenses” of the system under 

section 928(b) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

a. Section 928(b) allows “necessary operating expenses” to be paid 

ahead of pledged special revenues.  

C. Judge Bennett first examined the terms of the Indenture and found that: 

i. Operating Expenses were “made up of (a) reasonable and necessary 

expenses for the efficient and economical administration and operation of 

the sewer system, [and] (b) expenses of maintaining the sewer system in 

good repair and in good operating condition, . . . .” and that Operating 

Expenses must be “due for payment in the current month or a prior 

month.” 

ii. The Court held that the County could not, under the terms of the 

Indenture, withhold reserves for depreciation, amortization, and capital 

expenditures because the definition of Operating Expenses expressly 

excluded such reserves, and that the parties’ course of dealing confirmed 

such an interpretation.  

iii. With respect to the reserve sought for professional fees, the Court ruled 

that the County’s reserve was not on account of any expenditures payable 

in the current or prior month, and therefore could not be deducted as 

Operating Expenses. 

iv. However, the Court declined to rule whether professional fees otherwise 

met the definition of Operating Expenses, as such a ruling was not 

necessary and there were insufficient details to make such a ruling.  This 

left open the possibility that the County could argue that professional fees 

actually incurred each month may be withheld as Operating Expenses 

under the terms of the Indenture.  This issue was ultimately addressed in 

JeffCo III and is discussed below. 

D. The Court next turned to the question of whether the amounts specified by the 

County could be withheld from the Indenture Trustee as “necessary operating 

expenses” pursuant to section 928(b) of the Bankruptcy Code.  

E. Judge Bennett examined the legislative history of section 928(b) to determine 

what “necessary operating expenses” was intended to cover.  

i. The Court noted that the 1988 Amendments were intended to preserve the 

special revenue lender’s liens during the bankruptcy case and to “ensure 

that revenue bondholders receive the benefit of their bargain with the 

municipal issuer and that they will have unimpaired rights to the project 

revenues pledges to them.” 



 

  

ii. The Court also noted that this bargain must be consistent with section 

928(b), but that section 928(b) was not intended to allow “municipal 

debtors . . . to be given the ability through § 928 . . . to significantly 

restructure the contractual agreements for the lien against special revenues 

or the distribution of monies to secured creditors.”  

F. The Court ultimately ruled that “necessary operating expenses” are expenses: 

i. “that are (1) expended to keep the system or project operating in the sense 

that the system or project is kept in good repair and generating special 

revenues, not improvements or enhancements, (2) directly related to the 

project or system, not unrelated, (3) some, but not all operating expenses, 

which flow from § 928(b) being a minimum standard, and (4) being paid, 

which is different from those that may be incurred and paid at a later 

time.” 

G. While holding that the requirements of section 928(b) apply to both gross and net 

revenue pledges, Judge Bennett stated that the Court would not disturb the 

contractual arrangement regarding the deduction of Operating Expenses as 

provided in the Indenture.  

H. Essentially, JeffCo II provided that courts should generally enforce the contractual 

net pledge, with section 928(b) providing only a minimum requirement where the 

contractual arrangement might impede the continued generation of system 

revenues.  

V. In re Jefferson County, Alabama, 2013 WL 3358010 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. July 3, 

2013) (“JeffCo III”). 

A. In JeffCo III, Judge Bennett revisited the issue of the payment of professional fees 

from sewer system revenues as either (i) Operating Expenses under the Indenture 

or (ii) “necessary operating expenses” under section 928(b). 

i. The Court was now considering professional fees actually incurred rather 

than reserves for future professional fees.  In JeffCo II, the Court had 

determined that reserves for future fees could not prime the Indenture 

Trustee’s lien, but expressly withheld judgment on actual professional 

fees.  

B. The Court first looked to the Indenture to see if the professional fees fell within 

the definition of Operating Expenses and found that the definition was ambiguous 

when examined in the context of fees accrued during a chapter 9 case. Thus, in an 

effort to clear up the ambiguity, the Court looked to a number of different 

accounting principles and statements, including GAAP.   

C. The Court first determined that some of the fees that would normally be incurred 

in the operation of the sewer system and that were not directly related to the 

chapter 9 case were payable to the County as Operating Expenses. 



 

  

D. More importantly, the Court then examined whether the remainder of the 

professional fees were payable ahead of the pledged revenues as “necessary 

operating expenses” under section 928(b).   

E. As essentially stated in JeffCo II, the Court found that “necessary operating 

expenses” meant expenses necessary to keep the sewer system operating and to 

maintain it in good, not perfect, condition so that the system could generate 

revenue necessary to repay the Sewer Warrants and to provide service to the 

residents of the municipality.  

F. Thus, the Court determined that section 928(b) allowed the County to pay any 

professional fees it incurred that were: 

i. Directly related to the chapter 9; 

ii. Properly allocable to the sewer system; 

iii. Not already eligible to be paid out of gross system revenues in accordance 

with the Indenture; and  

iv. Necessary and reasonable.  

G. Significantly, the Court noted that it could have decided the issues solely based on 

section 928(b), as all of the actual professional fees at issue were necessary 

operating expenses (subject only to a reasonableness inquiry).  

i. However, given “significant, existing and prospective unaddressed 

contract – Indenture – issues that needed to be resolved” the Court 

determined which of the professional fees were Operating Expenses 

pursuant to the Indenture.  

VI. Takeaways 

A. JeffCo I 

i. Notwithstanding section 904’s language prohibiting a court from 

interfering with any property or revenues of the debtor, a court may direct 

a debtor-municipality to continue to apply “pledged special revenues” to 

the payment of indebtedness secured by such revenues during the 

pendency of a municipality’s chapter 9 cases.  

ii. “Pledged special revenues,” as that term is used in section 922(d), includes 

all special revenues that are pledged by a municipality, whether those 

revenues are in the possession of the municipality or any other party and 

whether or not they are created or acquired pre or post petition.  



 

  

B. JeffCo II 

i. Section 928(b) sets a minimum standard for necessary operating expenses 

that may prime a special revenue pledge, and such “necessary” expenses 

are only the expenses required to keep the sewer system operating and to 

maintain it in good, not perfect, condition.  These do not include reserves 

for future capital expenditures. 

ii. While section 928(b) applies to both “gross” and “net” revenue pledges, 

courts should generally defer to the contractual agreement of the parties 

with respect to the payment of operating expenses ahead of pledged 

special revenues when dealing with net revenue pledges. 

iii. When drafting indentures, extreme care needs to be take in carefully 

crafting a net revenue pledge.  Specifically, it is important to define very 

precisely what project expenses may prime the pledged revenues.  Judge 

Bennett was required to engage in an extensive interpretive exercise in 

JeffCo II and JeffCo III to determine what Operating Expenses were to be 

paid out of the gross sewer system revenues ahead of the pledged 

revenues.  

C. JeffCo III 

i. Unless the transaction documents explicitly state otherwise, actual 

professional fees of the municipality directly related to the system and the 

Chapter 9 case likely constitute necessary operating expenses, and thus 

prime any pledged special revenues.  Bondholders secured by a special 

revenues pledge should keep this in mind when making decisions 

regarding how aggressively to pursue litigation in a chapter 9 case, as they 

may ultimately be footing the bill for the municipality’s defense. 

  



 

  

 

Appendix A 

Section 902(2) 

(2) “special revenues” means – 

(A) receipts derived from the ownership, operation, or disposition of projects or 

systems of the debtor that are primarily used or intended to be used primarily to provide 

transportation, utility, or other services, including the proceeds of borrowings to finance 

the projects or systems;  

(B) special excise taxes imposed on particular activities or transactions;  

(C) incremental tax receipts from the benefited area in the case of tax-increment 

financing;  

(D) other revenues or receipts derived from particular functions of the debtor, whether 

or not the debtor has other functions; or  

(E) taxes specifically levied to finance one or more projects or systems, excluding 

receipts from general property, sales, or income taxes (other than tax-increment 

financing) levied to finance the general purposes of the debtor 

Section 922 

(a) A petition filed under this chapter operates as a stay, in addition to the stay provided by 

section 362 of this title, applicable to all entities, of – 

(1) the commencement or continuation, including the issuance or employment of 

process, of a judicial, administrative, or other action or proceeding against an officer or 

inhabitant of the debtor that seeks to enforce a claim against the debtor; and  

(2) the enforcement of a lien on or arising out of taxes or assessments owed to the 

debtor. . . 

(d) Notwithstanding section 362 of this title and subsection (a) of this section, a petition filed 

under this chapter does not operate as a stay of application of pledged special revenues in a 

manner consistent with section 927 of this title to payment of indebtedness secured by such 

revenues.  

Section 928 

(a) Notwithstanding section 552(a) of this title and subject to subsection (b) of this section, 

special revenues acquired by the debtor after the commencement of the case shall remain subject 

to any lien resulting from any security agreement entered into by the debtor before the 

commencement of the case.  



 

  

(b) Any such lien on special revenues, other than municipal betterment assessments, derived 

from a project or system shall be subject to the necessary operating expenses of such project or 

system, as the case may be.  
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Municipal Bankruptcy 
Practice 

Chadbourne & Parke’s municipal bankruptcy and restructuring team 

addresses the many interconnected complex issues faced by 

municipalities and other governmental entities at all levels of financial 

pressure.  The firm’s team combines decades of experience with a full 

range of financial, regulatory and litigation skills to enable us to spot 

issues before they arise, as well as develop innovative approaches to 

long-term problems. 

The Chadbourne team has represented major creditors in literally every 

major municipal restructuring in recent memory, both in and out of court, 

including the currently pending Chapter 9 cases of Detroit, MI and 

Jefferson County, AL, the two largest municipal bankruptcies in US 

history. In addition, the team has represented major creditors in out of 

court restructurings of municipal debt issued by cities and towns around 

the United States. 

The Chadbourne team was rated “Tier 1” in the municipal bankruptcy 

area by The Legal 500 in 2013 and 2014, and Chadbourne Partner 

Lawrence A. Larose was named as one of only seven “Leading 

Lawyers” in the field nationwide. 

The firm’s municipal bankruptcy practice works hand-in-hand with the 

firm’s prestigious bankruptcy and financial restructuring practice. The 

group is active in all areas of business restructurings and insolvencies, 

in matters ranging from the largest multinational mega-cases to 

significant regional businesses.   

Chadbourne’s bankruptcy practice is recognized as one of the leading 

firms in the bankruptcy/restructuring area in Chambers USA – 

America’s Leading Lawyers for Business. Chambers USA notes that the 

firm is “a highly respected player in the bankruptcy market, with a team 

that brings specific expertise in international and cross-border 

restructurings.” 

Our team’s representative experience includes: 

MUNICIPAL RESTRUCTURINGS – CHAPTER 9 
 Detroit, MI.  Representation of Assured Guaranty in its exposure of 

$2.5 billion in the municipal restructuring of the nation’s largest Chapter 

9 filing. 

 Jefferson County, AL.  Representation of Assured Guaranty in its 

exposure of $2 billion in sewer revenue warrants in the municipal 

restructuring of one of the largest Chapter 9 filings in the U.S. 

 City of Vallejo, CA.  Representation of National Public Finance 

Guarantee Corporation, a major bond insurer, in this Chapter 9 

municipal restructuring. 
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 Stockton, CA.  Representation of National Public Finance Guarantee Corporation, a major bond insurer, in this 

Chapter 9 municipal restructuring. 

 San Bernadino, CA. Representation of National Public Finance Guarantee Corporation, a major bond insurer, in 

this Chapter 9 municipal restructuring. 

DISTRESSED MUNICIPALITIES – OUT-OF-COURT RESTRUCTURINGS 
 Harrisburg, PA.  Representation of major creditors in the pending out-of-court restructuring of municipal debt 

issued by the city of Harrisburg, the capital of Pennsylvania. 

 Scranton, PA.  Representation of major creditors in the pending out-of-court restructuring of municipal debt issued 

by the city of Scranton. 

 Atlantic City, NJ.  Representation of a major bond insurer in connection with the potential restructuring of municipal 

debt issued by Atlantic City, NJ. 

 Woonsocket, RI.  Representation of major creditors in the pending out-of-court restructuring of municipal debt 

issued by the city of Woonsocket. 
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Bankruptcy and 
Financial Restructuring 

Chadbourne & Parke LLP’s bankruptcy and financial restructuring group 

has an impressive record of achieving successful outcomes for its 

clients in Chapter 11 cases and corporate restructurings both in the 

United States and abroad.  We are active in all areas of business 

restructurings and insolvencies, in matters ranging from the largest 

multinational mega-cases to significant regional businesses.    

Our group was recognized as one of the leading firms in the bankruptcy/ 

restructuring area in Chambers Global (2014) and Chambers 

USA (2014). Chambers USA notes that the firm is “a highly respected 

player in the bankruptcy market, with a team that brings specific 

expertise in international and cross-border restructurings.” 

Our practice includes: 

 Representation of ad hoc and official creditors’ committees in large 

and complex Chapter 11 cases and out-of-court restructurings.  Major 

committee representations include Tribune Company, Spiegel, 

Inc./Eddie Bauer Inc., ACA Financial Guaranty, and Parmalat USA 

Corp. 

 Representation of former chief judge (SDNY) Arthur Gonzalez, in his 

role as court-appointed examiner, to conduct the massive investigation 

in the Residential Capital Chapter 11 case.      

 Representing U.S. and non-U.S. banks, investment banks, insurance 

companies, bondholders and other creditors in dealing with their 

exposures to financially troubled companies, including leading roles in 

the Solar Trust of America, Xerium, TOUSA, Capmark, Chrysler, 

Lehman Brothers, MF Global, Enron, Refco and Mirant Chapter 11 

cases. 

 Representation of leading financial institutions such as Citigroup, 

Credit Suisse and The Royal Bank of Scotland, as agents for lender 

groups, in large, often multi-national, restructurings and Chapter 11 

cases. 

 The firm has had a central role in the restructuring of the insurance 

monoline industry, including ACA Financial Guaranty, Ambac, MBIA, 

and BluePoint. 

 Chadbourne has filed many of the most significant cases brought 

under Chapter 15 of the Bankruptcy Code, which governs US 

proceedings ancillary to foreign administration and liquidation 

cases.  We recently obtained Chapter 15 recognition on behalf of the 

UK liquidators of Chartis Excess Ltd. and for the BVI liquidators of 

Pioneer Freight Futures. We represented the receiver appointed in the 

Russian bankruptcy of Yukos Oil, and commenced a Chapter 15 in the 

U.S. on his behalf, as well as Chapter 15s for Octaviar Administration 

Pty Ltd. and A.B.C. Learning Centres(Australia), Hellas 

Telecommunications, Jazztel, plc, and Oilexco North Sea Limited (UK). 
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Our bankruptcy and financial restructuring lawyers have extensive experience in corporate finance, structured 

finance, leveraged lease transactions, mergers and acquisitions, and in litigation and appellate practice.  Members of 

Chadbourne’s project finance, corporate finance, tax and litigation groups regularly join our restructuring teams so 

that we can draw effectively upon the combined resources of our lawyers located around the globe.  Our clients have 

come to rely upon our resourcefulness and poise in the face of overwhelming complexity, and they often engage us 

for their most challenging matters.  As noted in Chambers USA, our lawyers "do not believe in posturing, but rather 

strive to arrive at solutions." 

Below is a brief discussion of our capabilities and relevant experience in each of the major areas of our practice. 

CREDITORS’ COMMITTEES 

We take pride in the successes we have achieved in representing creditors’ committees in large and high-profile 

Chapter 11 cases and restructurings.  

We also have a record of proven success representing Creditors’ Committees in Chapter 11 cases ranging from 

those involving large international businesses such as Spiegel, Inc./Eddie Bauer Inc.,  Parmalat USA Corp. and 

Metromedia Fiber Network, Inc. to major regional businesses such as The New York Daily News, the New York Post 

and Crown Books Corp. Committee representations include: 

 Tribune Company.   Chadbourne represented the Creditor's Committee in the Chapter 11 of this media giant.  The 

company had over $13 billion in debt and involved two of the largest newspapers in the country, the Chicago 

Tribune and the Los Angeles Times, as well as extensive television and radio properties and the Chicago Cubs 

professional baseball team. Chadbourne conducted an investigation for the Committee of fraudulent conveyance 

and related claims arising from the failed LBO.  Chadbourne successfully litigated the contested Chapter 11 plan 

(after a two-week trial) which became effective December 31, 2012. 

 Parmalat USA Corp.  We acted as counsel to the Creditors’ Committee in the successful stand-alone 

reorganization of the United States dairy operations of Parmalat. 

 ACA Financial Guaranty Corp.  As counsel to an adhoc committee, comprised of some of the world's largest 

financial institutions, of counterparties of ACA Financial Guaranty Corp., a monoline insurance company we 

successfully negotiated a consensual, out-of-court settlement between the company and the 29 counterparties.  At 

stake was over $69 billion of insurance, written by ACA over the past two years, guaranteeing credit default swaps 

relating to corporate and asset-backed CDO's. 

 Spiegel, Inc./Eddie Bauer Inc.  Representation of the Creditors' Committee in the Chapter 11 of this well-known 

retailer in which Chadbourne implemented a reorganization strategy that resulted in unsecured creditors receiving 

full recovery on claims and where the Eddie Bauer business was preserved and reorganized for the benefit of all 

constituencies.  At the hearing on confirmation of the Eddie Bauer Plan of Reorganization, Bankruptcy Judge 

Burton R. Lifland called the case “a perfect poster child of what Chapter 11 was designed to be… with perfect 

preservation of assets.” 

 Metromedia Fiber Network, Inc.  We represented the Creditors’ Committee in the successful reorganization and 

restructuring of over $2 billion of debt of this fiber optic network operator. 

 Haden Prism.  Representation of the ad hoc bondholders committee in this out-of-court restructuring involving an 

auto painting facility for Daimler Chrysler Corp. 

 PG&E National Energy Group, Inc.  Representation of the Official Noteholders’ Committee in the Chapter 11 case 

of this energy company with over $1 billion in debt. 

 Maxwell Newspapers, Inc. (The New York Daily News).  In representing the Committee, we prevailed on the debtor 

to aggressively market the paper which culminated in the preservation of the newspaper through a sale to Mort 

Zuckerman.  

 New York Post.  Faced with the bankruptcy of the newspaper’s owner, Peter S. Kalikow, and the unpredictable 

behavior of its new operator and financier, Abe Hirschfeld, on behalf of the Committee we immediately moved for 

the termination of Hirschfeld’s management agreement.  Within six months of the filing, the newspaper’s continued 

operation was assured through its sale to Rupert Murdoch. 
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 Learningsmith, Inc.  We represented the Creditors’ Committee in the Chapter 11 liquidation of this regional 

bookstore chain. 

 Pocket Communications, Inc.  We represented the Creditors’ Committee in the Chapter 11 case of this second 

largest FCC C-block licensee. 

 Wallace’s Bookstores, Inc.  We acted as counsel to the Creditors’ Committee in the liquidation of this scandal-

ridden operator of collegiate bookstores. 

 Crown Books Corp.  We were counsel to the Creditors’ Committee in the reorganization and subsequent 

liquidation of this major regional bookstore chain. 

 Lauriat’s, Inc.  We advised the Creditors’ Committee in the attempted reorganization and subsequent liquidation of 

this regional bookstore chain. 

 Sher Distributing Company.  We represented the Creditors’ Committee in the Chapter 11 liquidation of this regional 

book distributor. 

 Pacific Pipeline, Inc.  We acted as counsel to the Creditors’ Committee in the Chapter 11 liquidation of this major 

book distributor in the Pacific Northwest. 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, FUNDS AND OTHER KEY CONSTITUENCIES 

Financial institutions, funds, bondholders and major corporations routinely turn to Chadbourne to help them manage 

their exposure to financially troubled companies.  We have achieved a dependable record of success in helping our 

clients deal with the very complex judgment calls that go into maximizing creditor recovery in troubled business 

settings. Our recent engagements in this area include: 

 Residential Capital, LLC.  Representation of former chief judge (SDNY) Arthur Gonzalez, in his role as court-

appointed examiner, to conduct the massive investigation in the Chapter 11 case of this mortgage lending unit of 

Ally Financial Inc. 

 Energy Future Holdings Corp. Representation of NextEra Energy, Inc. as a potential bidder for significant 

operations owned by Texas’s largest power company which filed for bankruptcy protection after being saddled by 

debt in the largest leveraged buyout in US history.   

 Solar Trust of America, LLC. Representation of NextEra Energy Resources, LLC as initial chapter 11 DIP lender to 

the Debtors as well as the purchaser of development rights for the world's largest solar power project in a sale 

pursuant to section 363 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

 White Pine Hydro Investments, LLC. Representation of NextEra Energy Resources, LLC in connection with the 

sale of its equity interests in White Pine Hydro Investments, LLC, which indirectly owned 351 megawatts (MW) of 

hydro generation related assets in Maine and New Hampshire, with an enterprise value of approximately $760 

million. 

 Savient Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Representation of successor indenture trustee, and member of the Creditors’ 

Committee, in the Chapter 11 case of this New Jersey-based biotech company. 

 Capmark Financial Group Inc.  Representation of Citibank as agent for an unsecured loan and unsecured bridge 

loan facility, totaling $4.5 billion, in the Chapter 11 of this global financial services company. 

 Newland Properties, Corp. Represented an indenture trustee in connection with the restructuring of notes issued 

by Newland Properties, Corp. to finance the Trump Ocean Club in Panama. 

 Amports. Represented Citibank in connection with a $270 million debt-for-equity exchange for an operator of 

Marine terminals. 

 Longview Power, LLC. Chadbourne  represents Foster Wheeler North America Corporation as one of the three 

contractors that was involved in the construction of this coal-fired power generation facility in West 

Virginia.  Chadbourne has fought successfully under extreme time constraints to protect the interests of Foster 

Wheeler against a number of attacks made by Longview and its pre-petition secured lender group ultimately 

obtaining a favorable settlement.  
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 Longview Power, LLC.  Chadbourne  represents Wilmington Trust Company, as the administrative agent for a 

group of pre‑ petition lenders of Dunkard Creek, a non-debtor affiliate, in the Chapter 11 case of this coal-fired 

power generation facility in West Virginia.  

 Lehman Brothers Holdings, Inc.  Representation of a number of financial institutions and hedge funds, both in the 

U.S. and abroad, with substantial exposures in the Chapter 11 of this 158-year old financial institution brought 

down by the credit crisis. 

 Chrysler LLC.  Representation of both critical suppliers and dealerships with large exposures in the Chapter 11 of 

this major American automobile manufacturer. 

 Mesa Air Group Inc.  Representation of Citibank as owner participant and noteholder to six planes in the Chapter 

11 of this regional air carrier for three major airlines. 

 Technical Olympic USA Inc. (TOUSA).  Representation of Citibank as administrative agent in connection with 

a first priority $700 million revolving secured credit facility and a $200 million secured first priority term loan the 

Chapter 11 bankruptcy of this top ten national homebuilder and certain of its subsidiaries.  This representation has 

included defending against a fiercely-contested fraudulent conveyance litigation brought by the Creditors' 

Committee against the first and second lien lender groups, as well as the secured lenders to a failed joint 

venture.  This case involved a twelve day trial in the Southern District of Florida on such issues as solvency, direct 

and indirect benefits and consolidated enterprise theory, and has resulted in numerous subsequent appeals in the 

Southern District of Florida and the 11th Circuit. 

 The Protective Group, Inc.  Representation of The Royal Bank of Scotland as administrative agent and collateral 

agent in the restructuring of this leading provider of technologically advanced safety products to military forces, law 

enforcement agencies and fire departments throughout the United States and internationally. 

 Xerium Technologies.  Representation of Citigroup as agent for the pre-petition lender group and post-petition 

lender group in the prepackaged Chapter 11 of this global manufacturer of industrial textiles. 

 VeraSun Energy Corp..  Representation of WestLB AG, New York Branch, as administrative agent for a syndicate 

of secured lenders to a group of ethanol plants owned by VeraSun, one of the nation's largest ethanol producers, 

which filed for Chapter 11 in October 2008. 

 RHI Entertainment Inc. Representation of The Royal Bank of Scotland as a member of the steering committee in 

the pre-packaged Chapter 11 of this developer and distributor of made-for-TV movies. 

 Synventive Molding Solutions.  Representation of The Royal Bank of Scotland as a mezzanine lender in the 

restructuring of one of the world's leading manufacturers of hot runner systems. 

 AbitibiBowater, Inc. Representation of the indenture trustee of over $1 billion of unsecured bond debt in the 

Chapter 11 of one the largest newsprint and paper producers in North America. 

 MBIA; CIFG; Financial Guaranty Insurance Co.;  XL Capital Assurance Inc. Representation of The Royal Bank of 

Canada and Merrill Lynch regarding their exposure to these distressed monoline insurance companies, an industry 

that came under severe pressure as a result of the subprime crisis.  Chadbourne also represesnted a major 

counterparty with exposure to Ambac Assurance Corporation in Ambac's 2010 restructuring. 

 PRC, LLC.  Representation of The Royal Bank of Scotland as agent for a syndicate of secured lenders and as 

agent in connection with a debtor-in-possession financing facility in the Chapter 11 of this leading provider of 

outsourced customer management services. 

 Enron Corporation.  We represented St. Paul Fire and Marine (member of the Official Committee of Unsecured 

Creditors), Travelers Casualty and Surety Company, The Royal Bank of Scotland plc, Dresdner Bank, KBC Bank 

NV and other financial institutions in Enron’s complex and contentious Chapter 11 case. 

 Mirant Corporation.  Representation of Citibank and Credit Suisse as the bank agents under various credit facilities 

totaling over $3 billion in the Chapter 11 case of this energy company. 

 Refco Inc.  Representation of some of the largest account holders (aggregating $500 million) in this Chapter 11 

case of a financial services company riddled with allegations of fraud. 

 Calpine Corporation.  Representation of several lending consortiums in connection with their exposure in project 

level loans. 
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 New Century Financial Corporation.  Representation of Credit Suisse, one of the largest warehouse lenders and 

unsecured creditors and member of the Official Creditors’ Committee, in the Chapter 11 proceedings of one of the 

largest subprime mortgage lenders in the United States. 

 Aegis Mortgage Corp. Representation of Credit Suisse as master repurchase agreement counterparty and 

advance facility provider in the Chapter 11 bankruptcy of this full-service residential mortgage company. 

 Northwest Airlines.  Representation of Citibank in a broad range of issues in Northwest’s Chapter 11 proceedings 

including renegotiation and restructuring of leveraged-lease financings of flight equipment as well as resolution of 

its exposure under various financings of non-aviation assets. 

 Delta Air Lines.  Representation of Citibank in a broad range of issues in Delta’s Chapter 11 proceedings including 

leveraged lease financing transactions, letter of credit facilities and claims trading. 

 Delphi Corporation.  Representation of one of the largest shareholders in the Chapter 11 case of the leading global 

supplier of mobile electronics and transportation systems. 

 Ford Motor Company.  Representation of a major bank in connection with the $18 billion secured lending facility to 

the world’s third largest automaker. 

 Advanced Marketing Services.  Representation of a member of the Official Creditors’ Committee in the Chapter 11 

case of this leading global provider of customized wholesaling services to book retailers and major contract 

distribution service for select publishers, which shipped more than 100 million books worldwide each year. 

 Orinoco Iron.  Representation of bank syndicate in restructuring of $600 million project finance loan for 

construction of steel manufacturing facility in Venezuela. 

 Reliant Resources, Inc.  Representation of Citibank, as agent, in the successful restructuring of a $1.5 billion 

synthetic lease facility. 

 Verestar, Inc.  We represent PanAmSat Corporation, one of the largest creditors and co-chair of the Official 

Committee of Unsecured Creditors. 

 Bethlehem Steel.  Counsel for St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company as issuer of surety bonds. 

 Yukos Oil Company.  Representation of Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein in the Chapter 11 case filed in Texas in 

2005 by the largest producer of oil in Russia.  

 Delphi Corporation.  Representation of Booz Allen Hamilton in its role as advisor to the Debtor for SG&A 

restructuring. 

 Aquila Inc.  Representation of Citibank and Credit Lyonnais, respectively, in their roles as agents for two separate 

synthetic lease facilities. 

 Adelphia Communications Corp.  Representation of Calyon in the Chapter 11 cases of, and associated litigations 

respecting, one of the nation’s largest cable communications companies.  

 National Benevolent Association.  Representation of KBC Bank NV as the agent bank under a pre-petition credit 

facility to this not-for-profit association in its Chapter 11 case. 

 Androscoggin Energy LLC.  Representation of Credit Suisse, as agent for a bank group, on a loan to a project in 

Chapter 11, located in the northeast United States. 

 United Airlines.  Representation of an affiliate of Citibank in connection with certain aircraft and non-aircraft related 

financings with United Airlines. 

 Lernout & Hauspie Speech Products/Dictaphone.  Representation of European bank group with claims in excess 

of $350 million in these complex, cross-border Chapter 11 cases. 

 LJM2.  Representation of agent for a syndicate of lenders to this Enron-related partnership in its Chapter 11 case 

and the ensuing litigation trust. 

 Asarco LLC.  Representation of The St. Paul Travelers Companies, as issuer of surety bonds, in this Chapter 11 

case. 

 Avianca Airlines.  Representation of several Colombian financial and investment entities providing debtor-in-

possession financing to this Colombian airline. 
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 NRG Corporation.  We represented a lender in connection with consensual foreclosure on sponsor’s equity in 

several landfill gas projects and prosecution of related claims in sponsor’s subsequently filed Chapter 11 case. 

 Federal Mogul Corporation.  Representation of The Royal Bank of Scotland plc as steering committee senior 

lender and debtor-in-possession lender in this Chapter 11 case. 

 Sunbeam Corporation.  Counsel for St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company, as issuer of surety bonds, in 

this Chapter 11 case. 

 Reliance Insurance Company.  Counsel for certain policyholders in this liquidation proceeding pending in 

Pennsylvania. 

 Ponderosa Pine Energy, LLC.  Representation of KBC Bank, as agent for a syndicate of lenders, in the 

restructuring through confirmation of a Chapter 11 plan of over $200 million of debt to this owner of a power project 

in Texas. 

 White Pine Energy, LLC.  Representation of KBC Bank, as agent for a bank group, on a loan to the owner of two 

power generation projects in Michigan. 

 Dade-Behring, Inc.  Representation of Credit Lyonnais and Dresdner Bank as steering committee senior lenders in 

restructuring of debt to manufacturer of medical devices with operations in 35 countries.  

 Dynegy Holdings, Inc.  Representation of Credit Lyonnais, as Administrative Agent to a synthetic lease facility, in 

connection with the restructuring of Dynegy’s obligations to its lenders. 

 The Williams Companies.  Representation of The Royal Bank of Scotland plc in the restructuring of multiple credit 

facilities. 

 Barney’s.  Principal bankruptcy counsel for Isetan, a Japanese retailer, in this highly contentious Chapter 11 case. 

 Asia Global Crossing Ltd.  Representation of Hutchison Global Crossing Investments Ltd. in connection with the 

debtor’s assumption and assignment of various prepetition agreements with Hutchison Global Crossing. 

 Ameriking, Inc.  Representation of the successful purchaser of approximately 130 Burger King® franchises from 

the Chapter 11 debtor. 

 Transportadora de Gas del Sur S.A.  Counsel for the lenders committee in the restructure of over $1 billion of this 

Argentine company’s outstanding debt. 

 Huta Czestochowa SA (Warsaw).  Representation of a syndicate of five Polish banks in the financial restructuring 

of Poland’s largest producer of steel sheet for the shipbuilding industry. 

 Tokobank (Moscow).  Representation of the IFC as a creditor in the bankruptcy proceedings of Tokobank. 

DEBTORS AND TRUSTEES 

We have successfully represented reorganizing and liquidating companies in a broad cross-section of 

industries.  Through our work in these cases, we have mastered the entire range of issues that financially troubled 

businesses must confront—not only the recurring issues involving the adjustment of the debtor-creditor relationship, 

but the whole welter of tax, ERISA, labor, corporate and environmental issues.  The following are some of the more 

noteworthy debtor-related engagements our partners have handled: 

 GTE Reinsurance Company Ltd.  Representation of the company, a reinsurer in runoff, in connection with its 

commutation plan, the first of its kind proposed under the Rhode Island Voluntary Restructuring of Solvent Insurers 

Act. 

 Acme Metals, Inc.  Representation of Acme, a fully integrated steelmaker and fabricator of steel strapping and 

tubing products, in the Chapter 11 restructuring of over $450 million of secured and unsecured debt. 

 Harvard Industries, Inc.  Representation of the company, a publicly traded Tier I and Tier II manufacturer of 

automotive parts and industrial castings, in its Chapter 11 case in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of New 

Jersey. 

 Magnesium Corp. of America.  The company, with approximately $175 million in debt, is the largest producer of 

magnesium in the U.S.  We represented it in its Chapter 11 case in New York. 
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 CanFibre of Riverside, Inc.  We represented the owner and operator of a waste wood recycling facility for the 

production of fiberboard in connection with its Chapter 11 filing. 

 Asarco LLC.  Representation of the Chairman of the Board of Directors in the Chapter 11 case of one of the 

leading producers of copper and nonferrous metals in the United States. 

 Chivor S.A. E.S.P.  Representation of Chivor, the fourth largest electric power generator in Colombia, in a 

prepackaged Chapter 11 bankruptcy in the Southern District of New York. 

 ATC Group Services Inc.  Representation of the company, one of the largest providers of environmental services 

throughout the United States, in a successful Chapter 11 plan of reorganization. 

 Grupo Acerero del Norte.  Representation of the corporate parent of Altos Hornos de Mexico (AHMSA), the largest 

steel producer in Mexico, in connection with the restructuring of more than $1.8 billion in AHMSA debt and more 

than $400 million of its own debt. 

 The Custom Shop.  Representation of manufacturer and retailer of custom-made shirts and suits in its Chapter 11 

case in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware.  Negotiated and implemented sale of the company’s 

assets in Chapter 11. 

 Capital Gaming International, Inc.  Representation of Indian Gaming Management Company in its Chapter 11 case 

in New Jersey. 

 General Rental Corporation.  Representation of one of the largest equipment rental companies in the United 

States in its Chapter 11 case in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware. 

 Continental Airlines, Inc.  Bankruptcy counsel to Continental, with principal responsibility for preparation and 

implementation of Plan of Reorganization and Disclosure Statement, in the successful Chapter 11 reorganization 

of over $2 billion of debt and lease obligations. 

 Days Inns.  Represented worldwide franchisor and owner of hotels in its Chapter 11 reorganization. 

 Orion Pictures Corporation.  Representation of Chapter 11 debtor engaged in the financing, production and 

distribution of motion pictures for the theatrical, home video, free television and pay television markets. 

 Integrated Health Services.  Representation of Board of Directors of one of the nation’s leading providers of post-

acute healthcare services. IHS, subject to a Chapter 11 case in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of 

Delaware, is a publicly traded company with over $4.3 billion of debt. 

 Daewoo - FSO Motor SA.  Counsel for Warsaw-based car manufacturer in connection with its debt restructuring 

and court composition proceedings in Poland. 

CROSS-BORDER CASES 

Chadbourne is a leader among law firms handling cross-border insolvency cases and can effectively act for its clients 

in any issue of international scope that may arise.  The global head of Chadbourne’s bankruptcy practice, Howard 

Seife, was cited by The Deal’s Bankruptcy Insider as the “top-ranked U.S. lawyer to foreign debtors" and was 

recognized in Chambers USA as a "key to the firm's reputation for cross-border restructurings" and as a “cross-

border restructuring expert." 

The U.S. Bankruptcy Code permits the foreign representative of a company involved in a foreign reorganization or 

liquidation proceeding to protect its U.S. assets through the filing in a U.S. bankruptcy court of an “ancillary 

proceeding.”  Chadbourne is recognized as a leader in the use of ancillary proceedings, both under new Chapter 15 

and under its predecessor, Section 304. Chadbourne has obtained a wide array of relief in over 25 Chapter 15 cases 

that it commenced.  Most recently, Chadbourne used Chapter 15 to obtain intermediary bank discovery (Pioneer 

Freight Futures), sell assets located in the U.S. (ABC Learning Centres) and commence massive fraudulent 

conveyance claim litigation (Hellas II). 

We have commenced ancillary proceedings for a number of high-profile foreign companies: 

 Hellas Telecommunications (Luxembourg) II SA.  Chadbourne represents the U.K. liquidators of Hellas II, a 

company that formerly owned one of the largest mobile phone operators in Greece.  On behalf of the liquidators, 

we obtained recognition in New York, pursuant to Chapter 15 of the Bankruptcy Code in 2012, to stay certain 
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lawsuits pending against the company in New York State Supreme Court.   In March 2014, on behalf of the U.K. 

liquidators, Chadbourne filed a lawsuit in New York bankruptcy court alleging private equity giants TPG Capital 

Management LP and Apax Partners LLP purchased and then siphoned more than $1.3 billion out of the company 

leaving it straddled with debt.  

 Yukos Oil Company. U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of New York.  We act as United States counsel to 

the receiver appointed by the Russian court in the Yukos Oil bankruptcy case.  We were successful in obtaining a 

temporary restraining order under Chapter 15 enforcing in the United States the Russian insolvency court’s orders. 

 Chartis Excess Ltd.  Chadbourne obtained recognition under Chapter 15  on behalf of the liquidators of this 

subsidiary of AIG enforcing a scheme of arrangement sanctioned by the Irish High Court.  Recognition was 

obtained in connection with a reorganization of AIG in which Chartis's Irish portfolio will be transferred to the U.K. 

and wound down through a liquidation. 

 Pioneer Freight Futures Company Limited.  Chadbourne represents the Grant Thornton liquidators of this BVI-

based trader of shipping contracts, which is subject to joint liquidation proceedings in both the BVI and the 

UK.  We commenced a Chapter 15 case in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York and 

obtained recognition of Pioneer's BVI liquidation proceeding as a foreign main proceeding. 

 Sabena Airlines (Belgium). U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of New York.  We obtained a preliminary 

injunction protecting the airline’s planes and other assets in the United States during its attempted reorganization 

through a judicial composition in Belgium. 

 Jazztel plc. U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of New York.  We represented one of the leading telecom 

companies in Spain and Portugal in the restructuring of its bondholder debt.  We successfully obtained a 

permanent injunction enforcing its scheme of arrangement. 

 BluePoint Re Limited. Representation of the Bermuda liquidator of this Bermuda-based monoline insurance 

company that filed a petition seeking an order for its winding-up.  We obtained an injunction in the United States, 

pursuant to Chapter 15, protecting the company's assets and recognizing the provisional liquidator's authority. 

 A.B.C. Learning Centres Limited.  We obtained an order granting recognition to the Australian liquidation 

proceedings and protecting the assets of this group of companies that operated childcare centers in Australia and 

other countries.  In the first case heard by the court, the Third Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the recognition of 

the Australia liquidation. 

 Octaviar Administration Pty Ltd.  We obtained an order granting recognition to the Australian liquidation 

proceedings of this Australian conglomerate that consisted of more than 400 companies in Australia, New Zealand 

and the United Arab Emirates. 

Other significant cases we have filed under Chapter 15 include: 

 Oilexco North Sea Limited.  We obtained recognition and a permanent injunction under Chapter 15 for this North 

Sea oil exploration company that was in administration in England. 

 WFUM Pools.  We commenced, and obtained recognition for, 12 separate Chapter 15 cases for English solvent 

schemes of arrangement designed to run-off insurance business written through pools by Willis Faber 

(Underwriting Management) (WFUM). 

 Lion City Run-Off Private Ltd. (Singapore). In one of the first filings under new Chapter 15 of the Bankruptcy Code, 

we obtained recognition and enforcement of a solvent scheme of arrangement. 

 Compagnie Européenne d'Assurances Industrielles S.A.  We obtained recognition and a permanent injunction 

under Chapter 15 for the English scheme of arrangement for this Belgian company. 

 AXA Insurance UK plc, Ecclesiastical Insurance Office plc, GLOBAL General and Reinsurance Company Limited, 

and MMA IARD Assurances Mutuelles. These four companies wrote reinsurance through the GLM Pool and 

together entered into solvent schemes of arrangement under English law for which we obtained recognition in the 

United States. 

 Global General and Reinsurance Company Limited and Globale Rückversicherungs-AG.  We obtained recognition 

and a permanent injunction under Chapter 15 for the English schemes of arrangement for these English and 

German companies. 
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In the insurance arena, in addition to the WFUM Pools and the GLM Pool, we obtained recognition and permanent 

injunctions for other solvent schemes of arrangement including the following: 

 Hopewell International Insurance (Bermuda).  U.S. Southern District of New York. We successfully obtained a 

permanent injunction after an eight-day trial, enforcing for the first time a solvent scheme of arrangement and 

protecting this reinsurer against a suit by a subsidiary of General Mills on a $230 million claim.  The Court’s 74-

page opinion, affirmed on appeal by the U.S. District Court, is a landmark in the emerging field of cross-border 

insolvency. 

 Nichido Fire & Marine Insurance Co. Ltd.  U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of New York. We successfully 

obtained a permanent injunction for a scheme for the London branch of a Japanese insurance company. 

 Aviation & General Insurance Company Limited.  U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of New York. 

 Ludgate Insurance Company Limited.  U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of New York. 

 Unione Italiana Reinsurance Company (UK) Limited.  U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of New York. 

Other successful ancillary cases brought by Chadbourne include: 

 New Cap Reinsurance Corp. Limited (Bermuda and Australia).  The Second Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the 

Bankruptcy and District Court decisions that enjoined ongoing arbitration proceedings and that recognized 

Bermudian and Australian foreign insolvency proceedings. 

 BitArts Limited.  

 Cavell Insurance Company Limited.  

 Folksam International Insurance Company (UK) Limited.  

 Aterforsakring AB Luap (Sweden).  

 Independent Insurance Co.  

 Bradstock Limited.  

 Bradstock Blunt & Crawley Limited.  

 Datadeck, Limited.  

 Ocean Marine Mutual Insurance Assoc. Ltd. (Turks and Caicos).  

 Insurance Corporation of Singapore (U.K. Limited).  

 The Charter Reinsurance Co. Limited.  

 Belvedere Insurance Co. Limited (Bermuda).  

 Black Sea & Baltic General Insurance Company.  

 Fitmay Produce Limited.  

 Intervest Capital Limited.  

 English & American Insurance Company Limited.  

 Bermuda Fire & Marine Insurance Company Limited.  

 Orion Insurance Company plc and London & Overseas Insurance Company plc.  

 Freemont Insurance Company (UK) Limited.  

 United Standard Insurance Co. Limited.   
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In addition, Chadbourne represented parties in interest in the following Chapter 15 cases: 

 PT Arpeni Pratama Ocean Line Tbk (Indonesia).  Represented indenture trustee in connection with the recognition 

of  "Suspension of Debt Payment Obligations" proceeding (i.e., PKPU) of Arpeni, a leading diversified shipping 

company  in Indonesia. 

 PT Berlian Laju Tanker Tbk (Indonesia).   Represented indenture trustee in connection with the recognition of  the 

PKPU proceeding of Berlian, an Indonesian maritime transporter of liquid bulk cargo. 

 Metrofinanciera, S.A.P.I. de C.V., Sociedad Financiera de Objeto Multiple, E.N.R. (Mexico).  Represented 

indenture trustee in connection with the recognition of a prepackaged plan of reorganization (i.e., Convenio) of 

Metrofinanciera, a subprime and construction lender in Mexico. 

 Compania Mexican De Aviacion, S.A. de C.V. (Mexico).  Represented a fuel supplier in the Chapter 15 case of 

Mexicana Airlines, Mexico's largest airline. 

 Vitro, S.A.B. de C.V.  (Mexico). Represented the indenture trustee in the Chapter 15 case of Vitro, a glass 

manufacturer in Mexico. 

 Centrais Elétricas do Pará S.A.  (Brazil).  Chadbourne represented The Bank of New York Mellon, as trustee, in a 

matter involving a judicial restructuring of this Brazilian electricity distribution company and its Chapter 15 case. 

 Rede Energia, S.A.  Chadbourne represents The Bank of New York Mellon, as indenture trustee, in the 

restructuring of $400 million of perpetual notes issued under an indenture by this Brazilian company in its Chapter 

15 case. 

 



CHIEF U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE GERALD E. ROSEN

Judge Gerald E. Rosen was nominated by President
George Bush to the U. S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Michigan in November, 1989and was invested in March 1990.
Judge Rosen became Chief Judge of the Court January 1, 2009.

Prior to taking the Bench, Judge Rosen was a Senior
Partner in the law firm of Miller, Canfield, Paddockand Stone.
While at Miller, Canfield, Judge Rosen was a trial lawyer,
specializing in commercial, employment and constitutional
litigation and litigated a number of important, high-profile cases.

Judge Rosen began his professional career in Washington, D.C. as a Legislative
Assistant to United States Senator Robert P. Griffin of Michigan. Judge Rosen served on
Senator Griffin's staff in Washington for five years, from February 1974through January
1979, duringwhich time he was intimately involved in some of the most significant and
challengingissues of the period. While servingas Senator Griffin's Legislative Assistant,
Judge Rosen attended the George Washington University Law School at night, and
obtained his Juris Doctor degree in May 1979. (He is now a member of the Law School's
Board of Advisors). Judge Rosen's undergraduate degree is from Kalamazoo College.

Judge Rosen has written and published numerous articles for professional
journals and the popular press on a wide range of issues, includingCivil Procedure,
Evidence, Due Process, Criminal Law, labor law and legal advertising, as well as
numerous other topics. He is also a co-author of "Federal Civil Trials and Evidence",
"Federal Employment Litigation" and "Michigan Civil Trials and Evidence". He is a
contributingeditor of "Federal Civil Procedure Before Trial" and the Senior Editor of
West PublishingCompany's Michigan Practice Guide series. For five years prior to taking
the Bench, Judge Rosen co-chaired the Judicial Evaluation Committee for the U.S.
District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan.

For more than twenty years, Judge Rosen has been an Adjunct Professor of Law,
teachingEvidence at University of Michigan Law School, Wayne State University Law
School, University of Detroit Law School and Thomas M. Cooley Law School. Judge
Rosen frequently lectures at continuinglegal education seminars for both lawyers and
State and Federal Judges. He has also lectured at numerous International conferences,
and represented the United States government as part of the U.S. State Department's
Rule of Law program in Moscow, Russia and T'Bilisi, Georgia, consultingwith legal
scholars and judges from those nations on the draft of their constitutions and
organization of their legal system. He has also, lectured to high-rankingChinese Judges
at the Supreme People's Court in Beijing, China and Egyptian judges in Cairo, as well as
lecturingat Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Most recently, Judge Rosen has, through
the State and Justice Departments, consulted with the Judiciaries of Thailand, and the
Ukraine.
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Judge Rosen currently serves as a member of the Sixth Circuit Judicial Council.
From 1995-2001, Judge Rosen served on the U.S. Judicial Conference's Committee on
Criminal Law. As a member of that Committee, he was actively involved in developing
sentencing and criminal law and procedure policy for the Judicial Branch of our
Government. Judge Rosen was also selected by his colleagues to serve on the Board of
Directors of the Federal Judges Association.

During his tenure on the federal Bench, Chief Judge Rosen has had wide
experience in facilitatingsettlements between parties in a great many cases, including
highly complexand challengingMulti-District Litigation cases and class actions, and
most recently as the Chief Judicial Mediator for the Detroit Bankruptcy case, the largest
municipal bankruptcy in our nation's history.

Beyond his professional work, Judge Rosen is involved with several charitable
and community organizations, includingservingon the Board of Directors of Focus:
HOPEand the Michigan Chapter of the Federalist Society.

Contact Information:

Theodore Levin U.S. Courthouse
231 W. Lafayette Blvd., Room 730
Detroit, MI48226
Courtroom: Room 733
Chambers Telephone: (313)234-5135
Chambers Fax: (313)234-5360



Honorable Thomas B. Bennett 

 

Judge Bennett was appointed a United States Bankruptcy 
Judge on June 5, 1995. 

He received his law degree from West Virginia University 
Law School in 1976 and also received his undergraduate and 
graduate degrees in economics from West Virginia University.   

Prior to becoming a Bankruptcy Judge, Judge Bennett was a 
law clerk for the Hon. John R. Brown of the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, 1976-1977, an associate at the firm 
Bowles Rice Mc David Graff & Love, 1977-1979, and a partner at 
Bowles Rice Mc David Graff & Love, 1980-1995.  

He was the head of the firm’s commercial litigation and bankruptcy/creditor’s rights 
practice group and served on the firm’s executive committee.   

He has also served in various capacities for the National Conference of Bankruptcy 
Judges including having served as its president. 

 
Contact Information: 
 

1800 5th Avenue North 
Robert Vance Federal Building 
Birmingham, Alabama 35203 
Telephone Number: (205) 714-3880 

Facsimile Number: (205) 714-3882 
E-mail Address: thomas_bennett@alnb.uscourts.gov 

mailto:thomas_bennett@alnb.uscourts.gov


Richard Ravitch 

 

Richard Ravitch is an advisor to the Detroit Financial Review 
Board.  He served as Lieutenant Governor of New York from 2009 to 
2010.  He was appointed to the position by Governor David A. 
Paterson in July 2009. 

Prior to his appointment, Lieutenant Governor Ravitch was a 
Partner in the law firm Ravitch, Rice & Co. and served as Chairman of 
the Commission on MTA Financing, which Governor Paterson formed 
to examine financing options for the MTA.  

Lieutenant Governor Ravitch began his career as an attorney 
for the Government Operations Committee of the House of  

Representatives in Washington, D.C., from 1959-1960. He then joined HRH Construction 
Corporation as a principal and was responsible for supervising the development, financing and 
construction of over 45,000 units of affordable housing in New York, Washington, DC, Puerto 
Rico and other locations. In 1975, Governor Hugh Carey appointed him to serve as Chairman of 
the New York State Urban Development Corporation, a financing and development agency with 
30,000 housing units under construction.  

In 1975 and during the following year Lieutenant Governor Ravitch assisted New York 
City and State officials in resolving the City’s defaults. The Lieutenant Governor negotiated long-
term federal guaranty arrangements with President Gerald Ford’s administration and acted as 
an intermediary between the city and the leadership of the municipal unions and their pension 
funds in negotiating labor’s contribution to the overall resolution. As part of such resolution and 
bailout of the city’s default, the State created Municipal Assistance Corporation (MAC), a new 
special purpose financing agency.  

In 1979, Lieutenant Governor Ravitch was appointed Chairman and CEO of the 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA), overseeing the operation of the New York City 
subways and buses, the Long Island Railroad and MetroNorth commuter lines, and the 
Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Authority. Mr. Ravitch completely reorganized the MTA and its 
functions and began to recruit operating officials from the private sector with experience in 
marketing as well as management and operations. He developed a long-term capital plan and 
budget for a system wide upgrading of operating equipment, roadbed and signal capabilities, 
and he designed the financing plan for such improvements. For his work at the MTA, Lieutenant 
Governor Ravitch was awarded the American Public Transit Association’s Individual of the Year 
Award in 1982. 

Lieutenant Governor Ravitch is a graduate of Columbia College and received an LLB 
from Yale Law School.  

Contact Information: 

T: +1-212-218-7880  
E-mail: dickravitch@gmail.com 

http://www.state.ny.us/governor/
http://www.state.ny.us/governor/
mailto:dickravitch@gmail.com
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Lawrence A. Larose 
PARTNER 

1301 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10019-6022 
United States 
 

tel +1 (212) 408-1140 
email llarose@chadbourne.com 
online chadbourne.com/llarose 

Lawrence Larose represents corporate clients in sophisticated in-court 

and out-of-court restructurings, including mergers and acquisitions and 

other financial transactions. Much of his experience involves counseling 

major financial institutions, including investment banks, commercial 

banks, financial guarantors and insurance companies. 

Mr. Larose represents major creditors in literally every major municipal 

restructuring in recent memory, both in and out of court, including the 

Chapter 9 cases of Detroit, Michigan and Jefferson County, AL, the two 

largest municipal bankruptcies in US history. In addition, Mr. Larose 

represents major creditors in currently pending out of court 

restructurings of municipal debt issued by Harrisburg, PA; Scranton, 

PA; and Woonsocket, RI. 

Among his most prominent cases, Mr. Larose was the lead counsel in 

the restructuring of MBIA Insurance Corp., the largest financial guaranty 

insurer in the world, and represented parties in the restructuring of 

Syncora Guarantee, Inc. and Financial Guaranty Insurance Company. 

Mr. Larose was also lead corporate counsel in the Confederation Life 

Insurance Company and Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company cases, 

the two largest life insurance industry restructurings in US history. He 

was also chief restructuring counsel to Foster Wheeler Ltd. in one of the 

nation’s largest out-of-court restructurings. 

Mr. Larose has written extensively on the unique legal issues faced in 

municipal restructurings, including unique issues under Chapter 9 of the 

Bankruptcy Code, and is a frequent commentator in the press on these 

issues. In 2013 and 2014 The Legal 500 named Larose as one of the 

nation’s “Leading Lawyers” in the municipal bankruptcy area and rated 

his team as “Tier 1.” 

HONORS 
Mr. Larose was named a “Leading Lawyer” by The Legal 500 United 

States 2013 and 2014. He was also cited in Turnarounds & Workouts 

magazine as an “Outstanding Restructuring Lawyer of 2012.” 

ACTIVITIES AND AFFILIATIONS 
 Mr. Larose is a member of the American Bar Association, the 

Association of the Bar of the City of New York, the New York State Bar 

Association and the New York County Lawyers Association 

 
Practice Areas 

Bankruptcy and Financial Restructuring 

Regions 
North America 
United States 

Admissions 
1984 New York 

Languages 
English 
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PUBLICATIONS 
 “Federal Court Strikes Down Puerto Rico’s Recovery Act as Unconstitutional,” Client Alert, February 11, 2015 

 “In Re City of Detroit:  Nine Lessons for Creditors,” Client Alert, December 11, 2014 

 "Puerto Rico Claims Authority to Nonconsensually Restructure Public Corporation Debt," Client Alert, July 7, 2014 

 "State Bankruptcies: Cure-All or Bad Medicine for Muni Market?," Dow Jones Daily Bankruptcy Review, February 

9, 2012 

 "Municipal Credit Enhancement: Does It Survive Chapter 9?," New York Law Journal, February 7, 2012 

 "Lessons from the Bench: Drafting Municipal Bond Documents," New York Law Journal, December 9, 2010 

SPEECHES AND EVENTS 
 Puerto Rico's New Public Corporation Debt Enforcement and Recovery Act -- Restructuring Legislation for 

Commonwealth Instrumentalities Webinar, New York, New York, July 28, 2014 

 Puerto Rico's New Public Corporation Debt Enforcement and Recovery Act -- Restructuring Legislation for 

Commonwealth Instrumentalities Webinar, New York, New York, July 28, 2014 

EDUCATION 

Tufts University, B.A., summa cum laude, 1980 

Georgetown University Law Center, J.D., magna cum laude, 1983 
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